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POSurlr

Call us for your nearest UK
dealer for the POSum point of
sale systems and the EBMS

business management
solutions.

icrodigital Computers
Mico

Omega
and PSU upgrades
nsion cards

£715.50

£1179.0'

EC

£C

RiscStation Computers ^

R7500 Lite £598.00

R7500 LIte+ £656.75

R7500 NetWorx £480.50

R7500 NetWorx HD £539.30

R7500 Scorcher £797.50

R7500 Scorcher Twindeck £833.00

Osaris £180.00

Osaris Plus pack £210.00

Osaris Classroom pack £857.50

Portable £Call

Games pack (with a system) £47.00

Rise PC Kinetic 300 series
Kinetic Ek (32+4+2Mb, 10Gb HD, 48x CD) £1105.00
Kinetic DVD (64+4+2Mb, 10Gb HD, DVD) £1179.00
Kinetic (128+4+2Mb, 30Gb HD, CD R/W) £1299.00
Kinetic Internet (128+8+2Mb, 30Gb, 48x, 56K) £1409.00
Kinetic CD Writer (70Mb, 30Gb, CD R/W, 17") £1505.00

Rise PC Strong ARM series
Rise PC 8+OMb, 2Gb HD £890.00
Rise PC 16+OMb, 4Gb HD £948.00
RISC PC 16+2Mb, 4Gb HD, 48x CD £1039.00
Rise PC 32+2Mb 8Gb, DVD CD £1099.00
Web Wizard - 32+2Mb, 8Gb HD, CD, speakers,

Internet pack with Oregano & 56K modem £1179.00

Monitors
iiyama 1352 (15" FST) £134.95

iiyama Vision Master 1401 (17" SF) £210.85
iiyama Vision Master 1402 (17" FST) £170.65
iiyama Vision Master 406 (17" SF) £241.20
iiyama Vision Master Pro 1411 (17" NF) £221.85
iiyama Vision Master Pro 410 (17" NF) £295.60
liyama Vision Master Pro 413 (17" HBNF) £242.10

iiyama S900MT1 (19" FST) £245.25
iiyama Vision Master 452 (19" FST) £323.50
iiyama Vision Master Pro 451 (19" NF) £397.50
iiyama Vision Master Pro 452 (19" NF) £339.10
iiyama Vision Master Pro 453 (19" NF) £476.95

iiyama Vision Master 505 (21" FST) £619.50
iiyama Vision Master Pro 511 (22" NF) £627.25
iiyama Vision Master Pro 512 (22" NF) £737.45

iiyama Pro-Lite 3816 (15" LCD) £370.20
Iiyama Pro-Lite 3813 (15" LCD) £407.20
liyama Pro-Lite 3823 (15" LCD) £514.50
iiyama Pro-Lite 3834 (15" LCD) £655.90
iiiyama Pro-Lite 4311 (17" LCD) £703.75
iiiyama Pro-Lite 4431 (17.4" LCD) £1036.95
iiiyama Pro-Lite 4636 (18.1" LCD) £979.60
liyama Pro-Lite 4634 (18.1" LCD) £1231.10
Iiyama Pro-Lite 4831 (19" LCD) £1763.50
Touchscreen monitors £Call

Authorised Registered
Installer Developer OTDK

Discs (e.g.20x black discs - E6.28)
Batteries (e.g. 4x AA Xtra alkaline - £2.14)

Also Audio & Video Tapes, Mini Discs,
CDRs, OAT tapes etc.

Memory Upgrades
Please call to check current prices.
Rise PC/A7000/RlscStatlon/Mico SIMMs:'

16MbFPM -£28.20

32Mb EDO (HC, works In Rise PCs) £26.75
64Mb EDO (works in Rise PCs) £39.00
128Mb EDO £77.55

2Mb VRAM £92.00

Music & Sound Section
Please call for other musical Items
MIDI interfaces:

MIDI Max II internal 1x1x1 £93.95

Parallel Port 1x1x1 (back in stock) £92.95
RiscStation MIDI drivers & cable £17.95

RiscStation XG card & cable £116.95

RiscStation XG card, cable & keyboard £245.95
Sibelius 6 £99.95

Sibelius 7 Student £319.95

Sibelius 7 £520.95
Sibelius for PC/Mac Is also available

Sound module serial driver £37.95

Other Hardware
Mouse (Genius/STD Acorn-compatible) £19.95
Mouse (PS/2 Logitech) £14.99
PS2MouseMini adaptor for older machines£18.95
Printers ECall

Rise PC second slice (no PSU) £95.00
RISC OS 4 (fitting available) £109.95
RiscStation second serial port £10.95
Scanners ECall
StrongARM & RISC OS 3.7 £269.00
Strong ARM & RISC OS 4 £299.00
ViewFinder card £235.00

Other Software
Abuse £20.00

Ankh £23.00

CD Burn £55.95

Chaos Engine £19.50
Data Power 2 £165.00

Doom* CDs £30.00
Descent CDs £25.00

DlalUp & Messenger Pro £54.95
EasiWriter Pro* £139.95

Exodus £22.00
FastSpool+ £17.50
Heroes of Might & Magic 2 £32.00
Kirsalis Collection Gold CD £25.95

OHP 2 £37.95
Oregano CD £57.50
Other Worlds CD £17.95

Ovation Pro £138.95

PC Pro 3 £70.00

Personal Accounts £44.00

Photodesk Olympic £127.95
Prophet 3+ Pro £160.00
Quake £22.00
R-Comp Internet Suite £68.95
Repton Compendium £18.00
Schema 2 £121.50
SlteWriter £58.95
Sleuth 3 £65.95

Sound Plugin £11.50
SVGPIugin £11.50
Syndicate* £26.50
TBA Games CD £20.00
TechWrlterProt £209.95

WebFX3D £24.50

Books & Manuals
RISC OS Manuals CD £29.95

32-bit MIDI Sequencer

tempo and ve
A Wslly alteraW
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FREEPOST EH2725

Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
w United Kingdom
Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

email: sales@liquid-silicon.com All prices INCLUDE VAT &UKcarriage ;.
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We will attempt to match or beat any advertised price - even special offers.
Our free catalogue contains over 2000 items.

Please ask for a copy or visit our web site.

http://www.liquid-siliCOn.COm Official orders, foreign orders and callers welcome.
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It is one of those interesting
quirks of time that if I had
chosen a slightly different path I
would never have worked for the

Open University as a
programmer and, in 1981, would
not have encountered the BBC

Micro; and from there moved to

The Micro User magazine, Acorn
Computing and finally to Acorn
User.

But there comes a time when,

no matter how much of a wrench

it is, one must hand over to

another and that time has come

for Acorn User and me. Tau

Press is expanding and I must
give the responsibility of the
Acorn User editorship to another.
And that other, in this case, is
Michael Stubbs.

I've known Michael for a few

years and he is as dedicated to
the market as I am, he has
started his own business based

round RISC OS just as I did.
We are entering a new era,

Acorn L/serwill be re-designed
for the next issue and Tau Press

is undertaking major promotional
actions in and out of the market

pushing the magazine and the
operating system.

You are important and so are
your needs, at the back of this
issue is a survey, take time to fill
it in and return it so that we can

know what it is you want from
Acorn User.

And we will try to provide it.

www.acornuser.com January 2002
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It's time to upgrade to a
modern computer Jk RiscStation

RISC Based Technologies

RiscStation

Autumn Special Deal

I can't upgrade to RISCOS 4
because my Acorn is too old!

SOLUTION

A Modern R7500 + Computer
System from only £21.72* per

month and your old Acorn #
taken as full deposit.

* APR 19.9 % #Any working RISCOS m/c.

"The R7500 series arc currently the most highly featured machines
available in the RISCOS world."

50 niip ARM7500FE system with 64Mb of fast 50ns Ram Memory,
The only machine with BUILT IN ZIP drive support, Midi support, 3D sound, & sampler .
(including FREE Audio Sampling and mixing software), lObaseT port as standard,
RISC OS 4 as standard, High speed serial , High speed parallel, expandable to 25(iMI).

Systems include Over £500 worth of FREE SOFTWARE

.

The enhanced K7500 1' us with 50ns 64MB/ 10.2G hard Drive

Plus base only E549 +VAT £645.08 only £23.89 /month

Plus 15" System C649 +VAT £762.58 only £28.24 /month

Plus 17" System £689 +VAT £809.58 only £29.98 /month

Plus 19" System £749 +VAT £880.08 only £32.60 /month

Claim your
FREE Midi

cable with

this Advert

SCORCHSR
The R7500 + Scorcher from RiscStation

arrives with a quality CD ROM Reader/
RcWriter and media, providing a brilliant

CD masteringplatform For home& business.

from £399 +Vat (£468.83) £15.32/month

HI) fr'm £449 +Vat(£527.57) £17.24/mth

50 niip Arni7500 system with 16Mb memory.
(HD version & Hard Drive). built in ZIP
drive support, Midi support, 3D sound, &
sampler , KlbaseT port as standard. RISCOS
4 as standard. High speed serial , High speed
parallel, expandable to 256Mb memory &
hard drive / CD-ROM etc.

Backup Drives
IDSZip/1512ftrequire I/W driven orRllcSOliOII Mylc hardware support.

MS

E49.00

£79.00

£139.00

£235.00

£299.00

£165.00

£199.00

Zip 100 IDE Inc media

Zip 250 IDE inc media

Zip 250 parallel oxt.

JAZ 2GB SCSI ext.

JAZ 2GB Parallel ext.

Orb 2.2 GB IDE

Orb 2.2 GB Parrallel

LS120 Media

Zip 100 Media

Zip 100 Media 5 pack

Zip 250 Media

Zip 250 Media 5 pack

£4.00

£7.65

£34.03

£9.40

£45.00

£57.58

£92.83

£163.33

£276.12

£351.32

£193.87

£233.83

£4.70

£8.99

£39.99

£11.05

£52.87

from£769 + Vat(£903.58)
only £29.52/month
Twindeck base

from£799 + Vat(£938.82)
only £30.67/month

Claim your FREE 14" monitor with any Base Unit

RiscStation Palmtop

From only £143.83 + VAT

(£169.00 inc. VAT)
Basic Model £143.83 £169.00

With Plus Pack £169.36 £199.00

ClassRoom Pack (5) £725.00 £851.88

8 MB Machine with 1/2 VGA Screen

Built in WP, SS. Diary, Sketch, Jotter,
Spellcheck and Inlcrnct WWW and E-
mail s/w. Psion © Computable.

Removable Drives

4GB IDE Pullman

4GB Parallel Pullman

4GB P'll Dalasale

10GB IDE Pullman

10GB P.llel Pullman

10GB Pllel Datasalo

20GB IDE Pullman

20GB P'llel Pullman

20GB P'llel Datasalo

650MB PD Media

750Mb Nomai

2 GB Jaz Media

2.2 GB ORB Media

£65.00

£125.00

£105.00

£78.00

£138.00

£118.00

£85.00

£145.00

£125.00

£19.00

£38.00

£68.00

£32.00

£76.37

£146.87

£123.37

£91.65

£162.15

£138.65

£99.87

£170.37

£146.87

£22.32

£44.65

£79.90

£37.60

0% Interest FREE credit (6 months) or
LOW cost finance or leasing on all systems (from £5.30/week)
inc. peripherals, .software & 2/3 yr optional warranties (min. deposit 10%)

RiscStation Portable

Taking Orders NOW

Place your £100 deposit
ASAP to ensure you will
receive a portable when

manufactured

MicroDigital Omega

Specification
Magnesium Alloy Casing, Weighs Only
1.3Kg !, As small as 242 x 190 x 30mm!.
8.4" TFT 800x600 Colour Screen. 64Mb

RAM Onboard.,10Gb IDE HD,

Touchscreen. GlidePoint Touchpad,
PCMCIA Onboard. USB Onboard.

lObaseT Ethernet Onboard.

VGA Outpul with DDC support. Audio
Input. Audio Output. Onboard Stereo
Speakers, 20W 3 cell LiFe battery.
RISCOS4 and Utilities.

Optional Extras Include :
Docking Station with CD. Floppy. Serial.
Parallel, VGA and PS2 Ports, Car Power

Adapter, High Capacity 40W Battery
Specifications maybe subject to change.

CD-ROM WRITERS

Place a £50 deposit and
get an extra 256Mb free

From £999.00 +VAT(£1173.83 inc.)

287Mhz StrongARM, ATX Tower case
Full spec, on release
Free software pack

AboVS prices d/i not includemonitorsplease See
separateprice list

Acorn

:-

300Mhz Kinetic RPC
Latest Acorn StrongARMseries machine

70MB, 10GBHD.52xCD

from £935 + VAT (£1099) £34.51/month

Internet RPC 138MB, 30GB HD. 52xCD

£1,199 + VAT (£41.42 /month)

(includes internet pack)

MP3 CD Player
Clays back

ordinary audio
CDs, CD-R and

MP3CDs (which

can hold 160-200

MP3 tracks each).

Ideal with

CD-ROM

Writers

only £67.23 exc. VAT
(£79 inc.)

,----,

"ScorchIT" CD Writer Pack

Upgrade yourAcorn or RiscStation 7500 with
.i home CI) authoring package us found in the

RiscStation SCORCHER machine. This package
contains the latest version of CD Burn, Writable

and Rewritable media to get you started and one
powcrfull

16xlO.\40x CD ROM Writer/

Ollly £149 +Vat (£175.08)
Now SCSI Version with

12x10x32x Re-Writer

Only £225 +Vat (£264.38)
IDE 8x8x32x CDR/W

IDE12x10x32xCDR/W

SCSI 12x10x32x CDR/W

CD-BURN

CD-SCRIBE 2

£100.00

£199.00

£176.00

£49.00

£39.00

£117.50

£233.83

£206.80

£57,58

£45.83

External versions Available

CD-ROM media

ex VAT inc VAT

CDR 80 min £0.79 £0.93

CDR80min 10pck £7.65 £8.99

CDR 80min 25 pek £17.01 £19.99

CDR/W CD-ROM £1.28 £1.50

CDR/W 10 pack £11.00 £12.93

5.2Gb DVD RAM £25.00 £29.37

CD-ROMS

SCSI 8x

4way Autochanger
£75.00 +vat (£88.13)

52xlDE C34.00 £39.95 40x SCSI £65.00 £76.37
48xlDE £30.00 £35.25 32x SCSI £59.00 £69.33

External CO ROMs
48x IDE (with cable) £85 + VAT
40x SCSI I(with cable) £115 + VAT

40x SCSI II(with cable) £120 + VAT
6x 40x CD Tower (.hd „«, £449 + VAT

Internet Packs from £85 + VAT (£99.88) available for all machines include Internet software, ISP setup and 56K modem



No More Balls !
Optical Wheel Mouse RSM330

RS7500/A7000 etc.

only £19.95 inc
(£16.98 +VAT)

RPC Version

£38.95 inc.

Optical RF Wheel Mouse RSM400

RS7500/A7000etc.
only £39.95 inc

(£34 + VAT)

RPC Version

£58.95 inc.

Cg&ie-Free

Mouse for RiscStatiori & A7000 /Mica £19.95 inc

Mouse for Rise PC / A5000 /A400 etc. £38.95 inc
Keyboard lor RiscStatlon, RPC/A7000 £29.95inc

Trackball Mouse

R7500/A7000

only £19.95
RPC £38.95 inc

Acorn (RPC A5000 ctc.)Mouse

Acorn (Ilex adaptor) Mouse

A7000 (♦) / RiscStation Mouse

Lower CASE Keyboard (PS2)

A400/A5000 Ergo Keyboard

A4 replacement keyboard

A4000 Koyguard (special needs)

A3000 /A300.400.500 Keyguard

A3 touchpad lor Concept Koybrd

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

£16.98 £19.95

£25.49 £29.95

£10.00 £11.75

£29.78 £34.99

£69.00 £81.08

£49.00 £57.58

£25.00 £29.37

£25.00 £29.37

£25.00 £29.37

Refurbished PCs inc monitor
e.g. P2-266 only £249.00 inc VAT

ring for prices.

MONITORS

15" LCD

only £270 +vat
(£317.25)

(3 yr warranty)

AKF52 Multisync 14" lyrRTB

15" LCD (3yr on-site)

17" LCD (Syr on-site)

18" LCD (3yr on-site)

15" SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-site)

15-SVGA 0.28 Multi-Modia

17" SVGA 0 28 (3yr on-site)

19" SVGA 0.26 (Syr on-site)

21" SVGA 0.25 (3yr on-site)

15" liyama S500M1

irhyama Vision Master 1401

17" Iiyama Pro 1411

19" liyama Pro 452 (S702JT)

19" liyama SM900MT1

21" liyama Vlson Master 505

22" Iiyama Pro 511

SVGA 14" rcluib 90 days wiy

AKF12PAL (•T.niuroMdays

AKF52/53 Wtyne roiwb90 daya

AKF60SVGA M"rolwb90days

AKF65M-Mod/3 1-Troluib90day3

Multisync A300/A3000 cable

All monitors inc 3 yrs wiy

Ex VAT

£127.00

£270.00

£425.00

£POA

£95.00

£119.00

£129.00

£199.00

£479.00

£109.00

£144.00

£199.00

£275.00

£199.00

£535.00

£558.00

£42.00

£42.00

£65.00

£49.00

£55.00

£8.50

IncVAT

£149.22

£317.25

£499.37

£0.00

£111.62

£139.83

£151.58

£233.83

£562.83

£128.08

£169.20

£233.83

£323.12

£233.83

£628.62

£655.65

£49.35

£49.35

£76.37

£57.58

£64.62

£9.99

unless specified

COLOUR SCANNERS

All .scanners inc RISCOS Software

P'llel Mustek 600dpi

Mustek A4 1200dpi

Epson Perf'n 1200S

Epson Perf'n 1640S

Epson Perf'n Photo

Epson Photo unit

£99.00

£126.81

£212.00

£220.00

£269.00

£85.00

£116.32

£149.00

£249.10

£258.50

£316.07

£99.87

ImageM & Twain also available separately

PRINTERS

>' :\

Mega-Deal
HP Laserjet 4L
only £89.00 inc

(£75.74 ex.)

units are refurbished

with 90 clays wty

other models available

Ex VAT Inc VAT

PostscriptcolourInlfaltrom A4 £199.00 £233.83
Postscript colour Laser trom A4 £1025.00 £1204.37

Postscript B/W Laser A4 £245.00 £287.87
Canon BJC 2100 colour (€) A4 £50.21 £59.00

Canon BJC S400 colour € A4 £67.23 £79.00

Canon BJC S450 colour €« A4 £85.11 £100.00

Canon BJC S4500 col €» A3 £255.00 £299.62

Canon BJC S800 Photo » A4 £285.00 £334.87

Canon BJC 8200 colour U A4 £249.00 £292.57

Epson Stylus 1520 colour A3 £340.00 £399.50

HP 940 inc. RO driver ? A4 £85.00 £99.87

HP 1220 inc. ROdfivor A4 £288.51 £339.00

# Pholo Drivors lor £58.72 £69.00

€ Hoods Enhanced Drivers £29.79 £35.00

Refuril dot matrix Printer from £10.00 inc VAT

3.5" IDE Hard Drives

210Mb

500MB

4.3GB«

10.2GB'

20.1GB '

40.0GB '

60.0GB •

80.0GB '

100 GB'

Ex VAT

£20.00

£35.00

£50.00

£60.00

£68.00

£78.00

£97.00

£120.00

£205.00

Inc VAT

£23.50

£41.12

£58.75

£70.50

£79.90

£91.65

£113.98

£141.00

£240.87

SCSI HARD DRIVES

1.0 Gb £35.00 £41.12

2.0 Gb £69.00 £81.08

4.3Gb (5400 or 7200) £80.00 £94.00

9.1 Gb (7200 rpm) £136.00 £159.80

18.6Gb (10K / 7200 rpm) £152.00 £178.60

36.4Gb (10K/7200 rpm) £279.00 £327.82

73.4Gb (7200 rpm) £575.00 £675.62

UPS's

500 VA

£49.00

+ VAT

.Spike protection, RFI filter and
modem protector, Power boost
function to correct low mains voltage

More models available.

Cameras

Special Deals on Factory Refurbished
Cameras e.g. 1.3M pixel for £139 inc

FULL 12 MONTHS WTY

Smarl Media Compact Flash
32MB £17.01 I£19.99 32MB £21.27 £24.99

64MB £29.78 C34 99 64MB £31.48 £36.99

128MB £68.08 £79 99 128MB £51.06 , £60.00

256MB £127.65 | £149.99

MEMORY

8Mb SIMM EDO/PPM

16MbSIMMEOO/FPM

32Mb SIMMEOO/FPM

64Mb SIMMEDO/FPM

64Mb SIMM R5 50ns

128Mb SIMM from

1Mb VRAM

2Mb VRAM

64MB 133MSDRam

128MB 133MSDRam

256MB 133M SDRam

Ex VAT

£6.49

£16.00

£21.00

£39.00

£49.00

£85.00

£20.00

£69.00

£8.47

£12.77

£21.28

£24.68

£57.58

£99.87

£23.50

£25.00

SEE September Issue for ;
A3000 /A3020 Hard Drives
Accent Midi upgrades

Acorn Legacy Machine Upgrades
Cooling Fans
Floppy Disks and Boxes
Inkjet Refills
Modems & internet Software

Network Products

Pheolie Cases (spare- front* fur only £5.00)

Please ring for Prices

(All Prices below include VAT) THE BARGAIN BASEMENT (for utilities see October issue)

Hardware bargains
Monitors

AKFI2PAL i<r"rnlurt>90days

AKF52/53 M'syncrelurb00 days

AKF60SVGA M"rolurb90dnys

AKF65MModia f4"roiurb90days

SVGA 14" roturb 90 dnys wty

SVGA 15' relurb 90 daya wty

SVGA 17" leturb 90 days wty

SVGA 20" i g Son) relurb90 days

SVGA 21" rolurb 90 days wty

Ex VAT

£45.00

£75.00

£49.00

£59.00

£45.00

£55.00

£81.00

£149.00

£170.00

Inc VAT

£52.87

£88.12

£57.58

£69.33

£52.87

£64.62

£95.17

£175.08

£199.75

Drives (Hard & CD) Ex VAT Inc VAT

SCSI 4x6x autostackor (now) £115.00 £135.13

SCSI t MB Jar int. with media £99.00 £116.32

IDE 1MBSyquesl int. &media £99.00 £116.32

IDE 230 Syquost Int. & media £99.00 £116.32

SCSI 44M Syquost int. 8 media £99.00 £116.32

Hardware Bargains

A3000 2Mb HD Systems

A3020 2Mb HD Systems

A4000 2Mb bases from

A5000 4Mb bases from

A310 MOO Floppy drives

A3000/A400/1 Floppy drive

A30X0 keyboards

A3000 PSU's

A30X0 analogue / user card

A30X0 IDE / user port cards

A30X0 Castle IDE cards

A3000 Dual Podule expan.

A4000 Motherboards (new)

Scanlight 256 hand scanners

RiscPC 486sx33 PC cards

RiscPC486DX100PCcard

RiscPC 586DX100 PC card

P'll Joystick Controller.

BBC Printer cables

BBC master PSU

« all 2nd usor itoms 90 days Wiy

exc VAT

£85.00

£85.00

£100.00

£170.00

£12.00

£12.00

£20.00

£20.00

£15.00

£40.00

£35.00

£30.00

£39.00

£30.00

£25.00

£70.00

£99.00

£20.00

£4.00

£10.00

inc VAT

£99.87

£99.87

£117.50

£199.75

£14.10

£14.10

£23.50

£23.50

£17.62

£47.00

£41.12

£35.25

£45.83

£35.25

£29.37

£82.25

£116.32

£23.50

£4.70

£11.75

Acorn Software Bin

Boxing Manager

E-type designer

Jahangir Khan Squash

Quest tor GOLD

(James @ £10.0(1 or less (incvat)

Ankh

Crystal Maze (CD) (Riscos / PC)

FIRE and ICE

Ground Hog

Galactic Dan

HERO QUEST

Trivial Pusuit

Wavelength

World Class Leaderboard (GOLF)

Zool (HD)

(James fW £15.00 or less (incvat)
Birds of War

Broak 147 S Superpool

E-Typo II (RPC)

Heimdall

High RISC racing

Rick Dangerous

Speedball

Small (RPC) or Archimedes

Virtual Goll

Abuse (CD)

Chaos Engine

Descent (CD)

Doom* Trilogy (CD)

Drilter

Heroes ol Might and Magic II (CD)

Hexen. Heritic Triple Pack (3 CD's)

Quake Resurection Pack (3 CD's)

Syndicate +

£5.00

£10.00

£10.00

£15.00

£15.00

£15.00

£15.00

£15.00

£15.00

£15.00

£15.00

Acorn Software Bin

Education all Discounted titles

10 out of 10 all 18 titles

10 out of 10 any title

Ancient Lands (Microsoft) CD

Breakaway Maths (CD)

Bodywiso

IBrowse Site Licence

Electricity & Magnetism (CD) Primary

Electricity & Magnetism (CD) Secondary

Elements (CD) Science 8 Nature

Elements (CD) Teaching Science

Elements II

En Marcha (with Microphone) (CD)

En Marcha (CD)

Explorer

ExploringMaps (CD)
Fun school 3 5-7 year olds

Fun school 4 5-7 year olds

Growing uptogether 1&2 (CD)
Growing up Together 1 (CD)

Growing up Together 2 (CD)

L'ensouleiado Graded tests Level 1

Kudlian Primary Software CD (site)

James Pond Underware Agent (Water)

Materials (CD) ~
Maths Frames (CD)

Max and the Machines (CD)

My~World2-t2~
My World Support Disc Ancient Egypt

My World Support Disc Ancient Greece

My World Support Disc - Me

My World Support Disc - Maths

My World Support Disc - Christmas

Naughty Stories Tina's Terrible Trumpet

Nuclides II

Nuclides IIand Elements II (save £5.00)

Pages (Talking) (CD)

Practise Science for national tests (CD

(inc vat)

£7.99

£40.00

£40.00

£159.00

£10.00

£49.00

£14.95

£25.00

Acorn Software Bin

Education all Discounted lilies

Report Writer

Secondary Science Triple pack (CD)

Sellardore Tales

Spelling Book

TOPCAT (Site Licence)

Tots TV (RiscOS.PC, MAC) (CD)

Type Tutor

Water (CD) Science 8 Nature

Worksheets for 10/10

WorldWar II^Global Conflict

Resource Titles

550 RISCOS outline lonls

Arm Tech ClipArt (various per pack)

Artworks Clipart 2
Dataflle PD1 (CD)
Datafile PD 2 (CD)

Datafile PD 4 (CD)

Datafile PD 5 (CD)

Robert Duncan Cartoon kit (CD)

f opicArt (CD)

(inc vat)

£49.00

(inc vat)

£5.00

£7.00

£10.00

£26.00

£5.00

HOW TO ORDER
BY MAIL or PHONE: Cheques or P.O.s should be
made payable to CTA DIRECT.
CREDIT CARD / SWITCH please give name,
address, lei. no. card no. expiry date, issue no.
BY EMAIL: sales@ctadirect.co.uk
OFFICIAL ORDERS bj MAIL or FAXplease
Carriage charges inc. ins. & packaging charged at cost

Small items (under 2Kg) DO more than £6 + vat
One box of items totalling upto 25kg...£6.50+ vat
Computer systems £13 + vat
All prices are correct going to press. E&OE
All goods are fully guaranteed but not supplied on
approval.



Riscstation gambles
on sub-notebook

RiscStation's long-awaited laptop is
to be a subnotebook, priced at the
lower end of the laptop market.
Starting at £999 + VATand available
from February, the machine will
provide low-cost computing on the
move without being an entire
desktop replacement and is likely to
compete against higher-end Pocket
PCs as well as PCs. The machine

will be available with an optional
docking station, providing CD-ROM
and floppy disc drives, and serial,
parallel, VGA and PS/2 ports.

Weighing only 1.3Kg, the machine
is very light and more suited to the
regular mover than many laptops.
The casing is made from a
magnesium alloy casing. RiscStation
has opted for a 8.4" TFT screen with
a maximum resolution of 800x600,
which has led to some criticism

within the Acorn market. However,

this resolution is in pretty standard
use among Mac users and not
uncommon among Windows users.
The screen is a touchscreen,
although RiscStation has also
included a conventional glidepad.
The processor is an ARM7500
running at 56MHz. As with all
computers, not everyone will be
happy.

Those wanting a laptop for
graphics work will be disappointed by
its screen modes, and those needing
the fastest speed may be
disappointed by the lack of a
StrongARM processor. Nevertheless,
as a low-cost replacement for the
Acorn A4, many will warmly welcome
the new RiscStation machine.

Deposits of £100 are now being
accepted for the machines.
RiscStation is on 01942 797777, or
the Web www.riscstation.co.uk

New C++ Compiler
Programming RISC OS machines
has become easier with the launch

of EasyGCC, a free C++ compiler
available from Melotech. The

software includes a project
manager that allows complete
control over your source code files
and how they are compiled and
stored; a library manager that
allows complete control over your
libraries; a macro editor that allows
easy editing of your source code;
and a compiler installer and
checker that will make sure you're
getting the most out of GCC.

Much criticism has been piled at
the door of Acorn and RISC OS Ltd

about the state of development
tools, and the availability of a free
compiler that is also easy to
operate is a great step forward.
Further information is available

from www.melotech.co.uk

Solo to take third world by storm
Acorn stalwart, ExpLAN, has
released prototype mark II of Solo,
its transportable RISC OS
computer, which Acorn User has
learned has attracted significant
interest from multinational aid

agencies. Such agencies are
looking for such a machine for
their own staff working in
developing countries, and as a way
of kick-starting the economy in
disaster areas.

The Solo is designed to be built
in developing countries and can
be produced outside of
traditional factory setting.

It is also thought that the
machines will be used by
missionaries using ExpLAN's
HolyBible software, the most
advanced Bible software for

any platform.
Traditional Windows PCs

are not ideal for many
regions in less developed
countries. Firstly, there is not the
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IT infrastructure available to

support the machines, such as to
reinstall Windows and so forth.

Secondly, PCs use up too much
electricity. In many parts of the
world, electricity may only be on
for one hour a day.

The Solo uses solar power in
order to keep the machine usable
even when the power goes down,
or where there is no electricity

supply. It can also run on wind-
power or a clockwork generator.
Remarkably, the case is wooden,
with optional outer layer of Dibond
aluminium composite (Alusuisse).

ExpLAN is looking to train up
local villages to build machines for
themselves on a licensing scheme.
According to ExpLAN's Paul
Richardson, licensees will have to
pay a nominal $1 licence to

manufacture, along with paying
for each set of operating
system chips, and for three to
four weeks' training.

The mark II prototype
uses an ARM7500 processor,
although there will be an
ARM9 option on production

models. The screen is a 14.1"

touchscreen with a maximum

resolution of 1024x768 with

mouse buttons built-in to it.

However, smaller screens will be
available as options where lower
power consumption is a necessity



Acorn User Relaunch
Next month sees the exciting re
launch of Acorn User, the world's
best selling RISC OS magazine. The
results of the recent survey have
been analysed and many changes
have already been implemented, with
more to follow. The new magazine
features a brand new look and

improved content, with many more
words per page giving you even
better value for money.

In line with the relaunch, the team
at Acorn User has changed and
expanded. Michael Stubbs has been
appointed as the new Editor and
Steve Langley takes up the position
of Marketing Manager.

Michael commented; "I am
delighted to be able to take up the
post of Editor of Acorn User and
appreciate all the good wishes I've
received. This is a very exciting time
in the RISC OS market and I am

extremely confident about the future.
We've listened to readers' comments

and have taken steps to make Acorn
User a must-read magazine. After

(8.4" and 10.4" running at 800x600
resolution, and 12.1" and 13.3"
running at 1024x768). The Solo
can be used either with a

conventional keyboard or with an
on-screen keyboard (making use of
the touchscreen).

The Solo's storage is by
CompactFlash in addition to the
operating system being in ROM.
Additionally, ExpLAN is using IBM
Microdrives to provide up to 1Gb of
storage externally. There will also
be PCMCIA and USB ports in the
production models, although they
are not functioning in the
prototypes.

The solar panel is made of
polycrystalline or amorphous
silicon. Polycrystalline is more
efficient when under direct

sunlight, but amorphous silicon is
more tolerant of mixed weather

conditions. The panels should be
able to power the Solo and also
put energy away into a storage

the relaunch in February, readers will
notice more and more improvements
and additions."

Alex Singleton has been
appointed as News Editor and a
number of new writers have now

joined the Acorn User team.
If you haven't yet filled in your

survey you still can, the questions
are given in the Letters page at the
back of the magazine. To ensure the
changes we make are the right ones
we will be consulting you on a
regular basis so make sure you let
us know what you think.

battery for overnight use, although
the prototypes require two solar
panel units, production models
may only require one.

ExpLAN suggests that the solar
panels will cost around £100. In
the event of a complete power
failure, the computer will
give warnings to the
user: if these are

ignored, the computer
will save documents and

shut down the computer.
It is expected that aid

agencies with the
machines will use them

for information retrieval,
perhaps dumping the
content of an intranet

onto the machines,
allowing people in the
field access to

information.

The machine is

expected to be seen as
more appropriate than

David Pilling
Web site update
David Pilling has relaunched his
Web site at www.davidpilling.net. The
Web site has been totally
redesigned and restructured to
allow users easier access to the

information they want.
Packed full of goodies, David's

site features information on Ovation

Pro, ImageMaster and the rest of
his excellent range of commercial
software.

In addition to this, there is a

range of free software to download
and a very comprehensive resource
section for users of Ovation Pro.

Impression users who have not yet
made the switch to Ovation Pro can

download a demonstration version

of the software from the Web site.

traditional laptops because it had a
ruggedised design, thereby making
it ideal for harsh and demanding
environments.

Further information from

www.explan.co.uk

www.acornuser.com January 2002
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news

Commercial customers
flock to RISC OS

Niche, commercial customers are

becoming the biggest purchasers of Acorn
computers, according to Castle
Technology. Among many uses, they are
becoming used as museum booths, for
controlling specialised instrumentation and
for displaying realtime news in hotel
foyers. The latter use generally involves
an A7000+ and a modem, which collects
the news regularly from a central
computer. For such commercial

customers, Acorn computers are ideal,
providing low-maintenance machines.
Castle's new range of embedded
computers, Neuron, are ideal
development platforms for this kind of use,
allowing RISC OS machines to be placed
inside displays and very small cases.
According to Castle, many such
customers have no need for printer ports
or floppy drives in their machines, but are
very conscious of space and cost.

CAD as CAD CAM
A brand-new version of

ProCAD+ has just been
released, this is an exciting
step becuase it makes
ProCAD+ more accessible

to schools.

One of the main

reasons why many schools
had not used ProCAD+

was because it was not

available for PC's. Well

now it is. wProCAD+ for

Windows has just been
released and the upgrade
of the RISC OS version is

largely to improve the
sharing of drawings
between the two systems.

For instance, ProCAD+
version 1.03 can now

import and render bitmaps
(.BMP files) without using
ChangeFSI and the
Windows version,
wProCAD+ can even

render sprites! Special
features in both versions

help resolve the translation
of fonts.

All you have to do to
send a RISC OS CAD file

to a PC is to add a '.cad'

extension. There is even a

utility provided to do this for
you; not only for CAD files
but other types as well.

Importing a PC file has
always been easy as the
DOSMap command takes
care of the conversion so

just adding the command

DOSMap CAD C33 will sort
out CAD file typing.

Below is a brief list of

features added since the

release of Version 1.02:

• New User Function Box

of up to 768
programmable keys. Can
show user sprites or text
on keys.

• New sprites and long
filename support for
RISC OS 4.

• New Stretch feature

optional aspect ratio
lock.

• New Compass °N angle
mode for angles
measured from 90°

clockwise.

• New Sym button added
to the Text tool dialogue
box for text alignment to
symbols.

• Bitmap support plus two
new options to show/hide
sprites and bitmaps.

• JPEG support plus new
option to show/hide
JPEGs. (Needs RISC
OS 3.5 or higher.)

• Snaps now work on
visible rather than

selectable items.

• Construction line

intersections with objects
now snap with Intercept
snap.

• Layer names are now
preserved during
DrawPlus file import.
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• New preference switch to
use mm rather than

scaled values for setting
line widths.

• More information

reported in Item Info,
including lengths and
areas of multiple
selections and within

groups.

• Euro symbols added to
ProCAD+ & Plotter+

(ASCII 128)
• PC TrueType font name

interpreter added to
ProCAD+ and Plotter*.

• New Angle± box in
Geometric tool for use

with Normal to offset

lines.

• New View layers option
in Zoom menu to disable

layers on a per-view
basis.

• New transformation

functions with values

changeable through
parameters.

• Dozens of new

numbered functions.

(Full list in new manual.)
• New up-to-date 182

page colour manual.
This simple list does not

tell the whole story. JPEG
support: This means that
you can now drop a JPEG
file onto a drawing as you
could for a sprite and zoom
in and pan over it. The
rendering uses the routines

In brief

Rise PC and A7000
cases to stay
The now-traditional cases of

the Rise PC and A7000 are to

remain "for the foreseeable

future" even though the
internals will change,
according to Castle. The
cases, which have been in
used since 1994 and 1995

respectfully have each
received acclaim.

The Rise PC case was

designed by the same
company that designed the
BBC Micro, and the A7000
case was originally a Mark I
Online Media set-top-box.
However, while both cases are
widely respected, they are
seen in some quarters as
slightly dated and perhaps
current users would be less

likely to upgrade to a new
computer that shares the same
case, if only for physiological
reasons.

New network card
Faster network cards are

being designed by Castle
Technology in two formats,
for traditional Acorn podulcs
and also for the Network

Interface Card slot (which

appears on machines like the
Rise PC). The network cards
will mean that for the first

time RISC OS machines will

be able to take part on
100BaseT networks, rather
than running the slower
10BaseT protocol.

For many years RISC OS
machines have been able to

run on PC networks, through
software such as OmniClient

and Warm Silence Software's

LanMan98. The faster network

cards will be an

encouragement for schools
and businesses networking
RISC OS machines.

Prophet still cuts it
A new version of the leading
PC business accounting
package QuickBooks is to be
released in January, but that
does not seem to shatter

Acorn users' dependence on
Prophet, the accounts package
from accountz.com.

One Acorn User reader

Continued,,.



MC218 (Psion5mx)^&
Ericsson MC218 (badged Psion 5mx, UK version)
36MHz ARM 710T, 16MB RAM, 640x240 pixel LCD
16 greys, 170x90x23mm, 354g, 2 x AA batteries.
1 month typical life, RS232 cable Includes PD RISC OS

transfer SW. was £410 NOW £260f inc UK delivery

ExDemo netBook

£200 OFF normal £880

£680t (One only)
6 Month Warranty

price

CJE Prices include

VAT &UKdelivery LCDs 15M£330 17n£600
Even Lower

Prices!

ff]
S/H StrongARMs

from £120

Offers from 4DRefurbished hi-spec monitors

15" £60f +£iop&p

17" £110t+£i5P&p
21" £260t +£2op&p
Phone for full specifications.

3 month warranty

HP LaSerS (Refurbished)

HP4 tray fed 600dpi 8ppm
£140t + £10p&p

HP6L 600dpi 6ppm
£160t + £10p&p

A7000+ Odyssey Surf NW 40MB £450
£250 OFF!

S Even Lower'
>" Prices!

Ovation Pro with Impression file loader
£150

Agfa A4 SCSI Scanners from £120f
Special offer!

Nikon Coolscan3 SCSI Slide scanner

£510 Limited Quantity!

Yamaha SCSI CD ReWriter 8824

with Acorn S/W £200

20GB IDE Hard Disc £110

RPC-PC Network pack, Interfaces cables
& Lanman98 £185

Econet Bridges unused £40f
New Econet modules £10f or 10 for £201!

Printer Port 250MB Zip Drive with S/W
£175

ViewFinder Hi Res RPC Graphics card £195

RAM: A7000/+32MB £40,

RiscPC/A7000 64MB £55 & 128MB £130

S/H A7000 12MB from £80t

S/H 10base2 or T Access podules £751
S/H A7000 Motherboards from £50f

These are Fourth Dimension products and have no VAT

S/H RiscPCs from £200t
RiscPC, RO 3.60, 16MB, IMBvram & HD £200t
StrongARM Mk3 RiscPC, RO 4.02, 32MB

IMBvram, HD, CD & 14" Monitor £480t

A7000 RO 3.6, 32MB DRAM, HD & CD £110t
AKF60 (£50t with system) €601

I Fourth Dimension products have no VAT

New Year
Software sale
50 % + OFF
Hundreds of Educational and

Games programs
Titles & prices at:- http://www.cjemicros.co.uk/swoffers/

Kinetic Offers
Kinetic RiscPC 64MB upgraded to 128MB free!

128MB Kinetic £1190 inc VAT

Kinetic 128MB upgrades at 64MB price

From £350 Saving £81
Part exchanging StrongARM & RISC OS 4 £350

Part exchanging StrongARM £400
Part exchanging RISC OS 4 £410

Full pack i.e. no part exchange £469

Full details at:- http://www.cjemicros.co.uk/kinetic/

All CJE prices INCLUDE VAT @17.5%
& UK mainland delivery. Official Orders WelcomE E&OE

Prices subject to change & stock.
Items markedf are sold by 4D (Fourth Dimension) and have no VAT

CJE Micro's & 4D

78 Brighton Road
Worthing

West Sussex

BN11 2EN

cjEV62f Tel 01903 523222 Fax 01903 523679 sales@cjemicros.co.uk http://www.cjemicros.co.uk
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available in RISC OS 3.5

and above. If it can't be

rendered it will appear as
a rectangle with the
diagonals drawn in. You
can select a JPEG on a

drawing and save it as a
file, as for a sprite.

You can now import
and export Draw files

containing JPEGs and
they will be dealt with
correctly. The printing of
JPEGs depends on the
abilities of your printer
driver.

All registered users will
have received notification

of the upgrade. Up to
now all upgrades to

ProCAD+ have been free

and it is still possible to
obtain this upgrade for
free, but if you would like
the new colour manual

then a fee will apply.
To find out more, visit

David Snell's Web site at:

www.zynet.co.uk/dsnell or
telephone 01392 214033

• • • • • • • • • • ••••••••

Castle heaps praise on Simtec
Castle Technology has endorsed
Simtec's forthcoming USB interface
amid hints that it may drop its own
development project. According to
Castle's Managing Director, Jack
Lillingston, "The Simtec implementation
is good news for the whole market." He
revealed that Castle had been in

negotiations with Simtec about licensing
Simtec's design, and that negotiations
were going well.

Regardless, the Castle
implementation will be completely
compatible with the Simtec version.
Meanwhile, Acorn User has learned that
Simtec has been commissioning USB
drivers from third-parties, including an
update to .'Printers, which will make
RISC OS users able to use USB printers
for the first time.

However, there is some concern
within the industry that MicroDigital has
not released the API for its own USB

protocol, which means that
programmers outside of MicroDigital will
not know how to write drivers for the

MicroDigital ports. One developer
commented, "I do hope Microdigital's
system works the same way. Otherwise
the only hardware that will work with
their machines will be one's MicroDigital
writes drivers for itself."

and thus will not be approved". The csaa
newsgroup is for RISC OS news and
announcements and is an important
resource for users and reporters alike.

Bob Pollard 1947 - 2001
We are very sad to report the death of

Bob Pollard, Chief Programmer of Icon

Technology and author of the much-

loved programs, TechWriter and

EasiWriter. Mike Glover revealed that

Bob had been suffering a long illness

and passed away on Saturday 1st

December. Bob leaves a widow, Reena.

Acorn User extends deepest sympathies

to those at Icon Technology and Bob's

family.

DigitalCD development continues
Andre Timmins has been busy

updating DigitalCD, moving Web hosts
and redesigning his Web site! The
DigitalCD URL,
www.digitalcd.riscos.org.uk, now points
to Andre's new Web site on the new

servers. DigitalCD itself has been
updated and is now at version 2.53.
New for this version is:

DCDUtils, with a largely improved FFT
(more precise, faster, a selectable
number of input points, frequency
dividers) and bug fixes including in
SoundDriver support.
• Version 1.36 of AMPIayer.
• New faster version of AudioMPEG.

The Sonogram plug-in has gained
new options, mostly related to cope
with the extensions made

in DCDUtils and the TimVis plug-in
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now has the option to display samples
names/instruments names/comments in

either the system font or a PC one.
For the uninitiated, DigitalCD is a

desktop music player compatible with
RISC OS 3.1 or

later (including StrongARM). It
provides independent control panels for
any connected CD drive and music files
playlists. It's main features are:
• Support for Mods, ArcTrackers,
Digital Symphonies, Matrix, MTM, ULT,
PTM, S3M, XM, IT and MP3 files.
• Support for Armadeus, Wave (WAV),

Sun Audio (AU), Audioworks, Psion A-
law, AIFF, Infocom and Creative voice
(VOC) sample formats.
• Support for Midi.
• Support for CD playing with built in

CD database allowing you continued...

In brief

commented, "The problem
with QuickBooks and all the
other PC packages is that it
takes vastly more time to do a
set of accounts. Prophet is
designed with speed of use in
mind." Prophet was
considered revolutionary at its
release over ten years ago as
it permitted users to make
corrections to errors in the

same way as in a spreadsheet
or database.

Now many small business
packages on other platforms
allow the same, but none with
the simplicity of Prophet. The
current version, Prophet 3
Professional, is available for
purchase online from
www.accountz.com

Speakers
The IT industry norm is to
supply computers with small,
tinny speakers that are
plugged directly into the back
of the computer. However, if
you want your RISC OS
machine's sound capabilities
to shine through, you need to
plug it into an external amp
and hi-fi speakers.

Discount retailer Richer

Sounds sells cables which

connect into the headphone
socket of a computer and then
into the back of an amplifier.
At the time of writing, it is
selling Cambridge Audio
amplifiers for £69.95 and a
pair of Mission bookshelf
speakers for £59.95. More
information from

www.richersounds.com

RISC OS evangelism
A survey conducted by
Internet knowledgebase
riscos.org shows that 38% of
the site's visitors have

introduced at least one person
RISC OS in a particular week.
Some visitors are particularly
keen with 8.1% introducing
over 10 people. According to
the site, "Beginners and
experts alike can immediately
start to use RISC OS, even
with little or no previous
experience of computers.

Soon users are finding out
what all the excitement and

enthusiasm is about. RISC OS

is not just hype. It's the

Continued...



Make the right choice for the future with

RISC OS Select
Keep up to date with every new

version of RISC OS as it appears!

In future, new updates to RISC OS will be soft-loaded over the
existing RISC OS 4 ROM. Distribution will be on CD
and via the Internet, making regular updates and
the widespread testing of new features far more
practical. Join Select to be a part of the new
scheme and receive up to three RISC OS
update CDs per year. All you will need is
one or more RISC OS 4 machines on

which to install new versions of RISC

OS 4.

What does the Select scheme

RISC OS fans! Join the

RISC OS '
Foundation
and receive our ground

breaking quarterly CD magazine

FOUNDATION

Risa User

Now in volume 21

Foundation RISC User isa truly innovative publication from RISCOS Ltd that
supports theheart of the RISC OS market. The magazine articles combine useful
information withsoftware resources that canbe launched with a simple click on
a link. Every issue ispacked with a wide range of substantial andauthoritative
features from respected writers, alongwitha comprehensive and fully integrated
database of current RISC OS products, developers and usergroups. Altogether,
it'sarguably themost innovative andhigh quality CDmagazine onany platform.

provide?
Byjoining Select you will receive the following benefits:

1. Up to three CDs per year, containing the latest
version of RISC OS plus optional beta-test copies of

software components in development. Every CD will
also be bootable and contain a full, working disc image

that allows the easy selection of different boot sequences.
2. Access to interim updates via a private Web site.

3. The ability to upgrade up to ten machines at a single site.
Select is a personal scheme: you only need one subscription even if
you own several computers. However, RISC OS 4 is needed for
each machine: Select cannot be used with RISC OS 3-7 or earlier.

4. Affiliate Registered Developer status: if you are a programmer,
joining Selectentitles you to become a Registered Developer for
no extra charge, and have your products included in the Database
section of Foundation RISC User magazine (see below).

RISC OS 4 upgrades and Select scheme prices
Subscriptions to Select are available on an annual basis, and may
be purchased in combination with a RISC OS 4 upgrade.

RISC OS 4 upgrade plus Select subscription:
RISC OS 4 upgrade only (new low price!):

Select subscription only:
(for existing RISC OS 4 users)

Select subscription only:
(for Foundation members)

Select group subscription: £300
(for sites with more than ten machines)

All prices above include VAT.
Please see our Web site for further

pricing details, overseas prices etc.

£119

£109

£105

£99

Testimonials from readers

of Foundation RISC User

•"Theinterface is very friendly and better
thanmy perception of what a CD-based

magazine would belike!"—Andrew Weston
"The whole CD isa joy, andsomething our

platform can beproud of."—Geoff Sleeper
"The Foundation CD hascontradicted my opinion

that I wouldn't beable to reada CDmagazine happily.
It's very nicely laid out."—Fred Bainhrough

"Congratulations on Foundation RISC User... it works smoothly, looks
good and has masses of useful and interesting content."—Gavin Wraith
•"Keepup theexcellent work! (Andwhat I REALLY appreciate issomeone who
can write, spell, talksense, and knows hisits-es and it's-es!)"—Jeremy Roberts
•"It's a really excellent job."—David Pilling

Sample Foundation RISC User Online!
Visit oursampler edition, Foundation RISC User Online,at
h(tp://founclation.riscos.com/fru.htm , .

FOUNDATION

New Foundation

membership or
annual renewal:

£35*25
(£30 ex. VAT)

Membership also includes
regularemail newsletters

and special oilers

RISCffR

Cyncoed, Cardiff
Wales CF23 9JD

Tel. 02920 492324
Fax 02920 492326
www.rlscos.com

sales@rlscos.com
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[to name the CD and CD tracks you are
listening to. CD and track names can be
retrieved from the net with the help of
AcornCD0.19.

Support for playlists.
Mini-bars, i.e. small versions of the

control panels.
Skins to provide an alternative look

and feel for the control panels and mini-
bars.

• Visualisation Plug-ins to provide full
screen or desktop (windowed) animation
of sound played through the sound DMA
buffers.

Amazingly, DigitalCD is freeware.
Along with a range of plugins and skins,

Genealogy software updated
Hilary Phillips has announced that
GedcomWeb 2.02 is now available for

download from www.sinenomine.freeserve

.co.uk/software/

Version 2.02 contains a few

improvements over 2.00 including better
support for files exported from Family,
people without surnames, and warning
for overwriting files.

GedcomWeb is a program for

handy for printing family trees. See the
Web page for further details on how to
purchase a full copy and for an example
of the output which can be viewed
online.

More good news for those with an
interest in genealogy: Hilary Philips has
announced the availability of Prune
v.1.00, which is now available from

www.sinenomine.freeserve.co.uk/sofhvare/

Prune is a program for
genealogists, to cut out parts of
GEDCOM files. It was designed for
use in conjunction with GedcomWeb,
to enable you to cut out living people
or disreputable ancestors from your
family tree before publishing the
information on the World Wide Web.

It is also useful for pruning GEDCOM
files which your relations have sent
you, to cut out people from their tree

•J who are no relation of yours.
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genealogists. It converts GEDCOM files
(as exported from Family, Roots,
Ancestor and so on) into JavaScript-
based Web pages.

Even if you don't want to display your
family tree on the Web, the output is still
very useful for sending to relations who
may not have genealogy software, as it
will work with any modem Web browser
on any type of computer. It's also very

i GodcomWen I

ADFS:.HardDisc« $ Q6dcoiTwetvzipExampleGed

46 individuals and 21 families

Choices... |

FamilyTree

Cancel | Save |

Emulator tool gets update
Matthew Phillips has announced the
immediate availability of version 1.01 of
Disclmage. It is available for download
from www.sinenomine.freeserve.co.uk/software/

Disclmage is for producing disc
image files from floppy discs. Image
files can be produced from any floppy
disc recognised by the operating
system, and also Amstrad CPC and
some Einstein disc formats. The image
files can be produced in several different
formats, including DSK and EDSK.

Image files are popular for use with

January 2002 www.acornuser.com

computer emulators. Disclmage will
allow you to produce images of standard
RISC OS discs for use with RISC OS

emulators, and also images of "foreign"
disc formats for use with emulators of

other computers running under RISC
OS.

Matthew commented; "Future
versions of Disclmage may be
extended to allow images to be
written back to floppy disc. If you are
interested in this feature, let me
know."

In brief

productive future of desktop
computing. Once you've used
RISC OS for a few weeks

you'll never want to go back
to using alternative systems."

Banner Network
Andrew Duffell has

announced that the RISC OS

Banner Network has moved to

riscos.f2g.net/banners. Andrew
says the move is down to
FS2.net ending their free
hosting services.

The RISC OS Banner

Network allows Web site

owners to host RISC OS

banners in return for (heir

banner being displayed on
other RISC OS sites.

Currently, the service is free
for both commercial and non

commercial use.

comp.sys.acorn.announce

change of address
Stuart Marshall has issued a

statement requesting that all
submissions to the

comp.sys.acorn.announce

newsgroup now be sent to
csaa@spidersoft.co.uk instead of
the old Argonet address, with
immediate effect.

Stuart warns that "articles

sent either directly to the
group, or to any of the
previous addresses will not
get seen."

myriscos hacked
The RISC OS equivalent to
slashdot, myriscos.co.uk, was
hacked on the 10th

December. Hackers attacked

the myriscos.co.uk server,
provided and maintained by
Co-Comp, leaving people
logging onto the site faced
with a cartoon of what

appears to be a mad cow and
a message from the hackers.
The hacking has been largely
derided by the online RISC OS
community. No statement has
yet been issued by Co-Comp.
The other RISC OS portals
have so far escaped the same
fate. It is hoped that the site
will be back online soon.

Contacting AU J
news@acornuser.com



Rex Garrod's

Sponsored by

exact
TECHNOLOGIES

i YOUNG
••ENGINEERS,*.

TOMORROW'S IDEAS TODAY

.;:••.

BTexact Technologies and Young Engineers have joined forces with Rex
Garrod, the legendary creator of Cassius, to devise a Design Formula and

Rules for a schools 'Robot Challenge'.

The formula is designed to encourage re-cycling, with 'high tech' materials and certain mechanisms being
banned. The robot must weigh no more than 12 kilos and must be powered by car windscreen wiper motors
and 12 volt dry, NiCad or sealed lead acid batteries. Rex has written a short handbook for the challenge and
this will be supplied to registered entries, entry to the challenge and to Young Engineers clubs is free.

A series of regional events will be held in spring 2002 and a national final in July. Dates and venues will be
announced once teams have registered, along with guidelines on running the event. The national challenge
final has a prize fund of £3,000. Marks will be awarded in four equal parts for:

• Design 8t Motivation
• Engineering Quality
• Control - robots will be required to negotiate an obstacle course

Battle - a knockout competition against other competitors

e challenge is open to individuals or groups of up to four students, in two age categories, junior 9-13 years
senior 14-18 years. Schools may enter more than one team. The closing date for entry forms is 31 January

2002. Although designed with schools in mind, other groups such as scouts or guides may enter. A complete
set of formula and rules is available. Please contact Young Engineers for further information or complete the
following robot registration form in BLOCK CAPITALS and return to Young Engineers.

Name of School/College:

Address

Name of Contact Teacher (Club Leader):

i

Contact Teacher Signature:

Robot Team Name and Age Group (Junior or Senior):

JkiMll/IOT

YOUNG ENGINEERS, Chilllee Manor, Liphook, Hampshire GU30 7AZ
Tel: 01428 727265 Fax: 01428 727988 Email: admin@youiujeng.org Website: www.youngeng.org

-**»:» ^3BIHHflpH|iHHIHHHHHHHBDHBB9HHHHHlH^HflHBDHHHHIIB^B8BHHH
Young Engineers is the national network of science, engineering, electronic 8 technology clubs in schools and colleges throughout the UK.
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Web Authoring Internet Utilities
HTMLEdit Studio (Whole Suite) . . . .£110 R-Comp Internet Suite £69
Next-generation Web authoring tools for RISC OS Firstclass software to get you online!
HTMLEdit Studio is the solution to all your Web authoring Consists of DialUp, Messenger Pro 2 &WebsterXL (described
needs, whether large or small. Available either as a complete below). Available with a 56kModem and Account for £115.
suite or piece bypiece as a series of components:

Messenger Pro 2 £37
HTMLEdit 4+ £53 Comprehensive email and news readersoftware
Award-winning HTML editor with many powerful features • Easyto set upand use, yet extremely powerful
WATCH OUT FOR HTMLEDIT 5 SOON! • Flexible view options, such as a powerful threading mode

• Offline and Network (£45) versions available.
WebsterXL £30 WebsterXL £30

Fully-featured Web browser, tuned towork with HTMLEdit Browser with supportforadvancedWeb technologies
Enhanced Web Designer's Toolkit .... £30 • Supports frames, tables, JavaScript and 128-bit SSLetc.
Visual editing of frames, tables, animation, image maps etc. • Flexible printing, saving, exporting, cut/paste facilities
WebSpell (HTML-aware spelling checker) . . . .£15 DialUp £23

Internet connection utility; supports multipleISPaccounts
Also Available: NB. £18 toMessenger Pro owners, or £12 if you own WXL
SiteMaster 2+ £35

Site management tools for checking, moving, publishing and Also Available:
uploading whole orpartial web sites. SiteSeer £25

Web site grabbing utility for offline viewing

Utilities Messenger Pro 2 New Version!
The leading RISC OS Email systemis now easier to use, yet

EasyClip 2 £25 packs in many new features including messagedeferring,
Graphical resource management system improved threading, "Hotlisting" of links for when you go online
Store and manage your clip-art and photograph collections with and much more. Includes a new 48pageprinted manual,
great ease Contact us for upgrade pricesandmoreinformation . . £37

Server version for home networks due soon!

••'aitrhiiiRif^^

Network Printing/Shared Internet Games
Print-server Box inc Software £155

2(3)-port 10Mbit print server, supplied with Network Printers
software: access up to three traditional printers via a network
Others Available - ring for details.

Network Printers £40

(Software only; includes sitelicence)
Print to network-enabled printers and print server boxes

Music
Anthem £70

The RISC OS MIDI Sequencer, withextensive features.
Ringfordetails - we can advise in most sound/music
matters. Some of the products we stock include:

Parallel Port MIDI Interface £95 ArteX
ESP MIDI Synthesiser Plus £45 Ankh £10-00
Listen to MIDI music withoutexpensive hardware! Exodus . . . .£20-00

Abuse £25-00

The Chaos Engine £20-00
Descent 1 & 2 Double Pack £35-00

Descent 2 for existing owners £15.00

Doom+ Trilogy £32-50
Final Doom £15-00

Heretic and Hexen £30-00

Heroes of Might and Magic II .... £35-00
The Price of Loyalty (for HoMM2) £22-00

Quake £23-00

Spheres of Chaos version 2 £15-00
Syndicate* £29-00
TBA Classics (six-game collection) . . . £22-00
Krisalis Gold CD £26.00

RISC User in a Nutshell CD £32-00

Watch this Space!



Send for the NetMechanic

NetMechanic offers a suite of

online programs designed to be
an expert system that can check
your complete Web site, detect

problems and even repair and correct
your pages of HTML. It's a subscription-
based service designed primarily for
small businesses, and as an example
the annual subscription for the HTML
Toolboxservice is $50 per year per site
of 1 to 100 pages or frames.

As a taster and for the home user

perhaps, NetMechanic also gives free

The Load Time check totals the time

taken to load in the whole page,
calculated for various modem speeds.
Also listed here are all the images and
their sizes with access to the other

excellent free-access tool, GIFBot. This
online utility optimises each image,
whether GIF or JPEG and offers for free

download a selection of lower bandwidth

versions to compare with your original.
This comparison feature uses what
might be the one legitimate use of the
mouse "roll-over" to switch between old

and new images on-screen.
The final tool offered to

subscribers but not demonstrated

in the free sample area is called
Browser Photo. Screenshots of

your pages using 16 different
browser and computer
combinations are created to allow

you to optimise your site across
platforms.

The browsers included are

various versions of Internet

Explorer on PC and iMac,
Netscape on PC and iMac, Opera
on PC, AOL browser and the
WebTV viewer.

The NetMechanic site also

features a wealth of free advice

and tips on Web design and
optimisation in its Learn More section.
You can subscribe to the Webmaster

Tips newsletter, and browse numerous
back-issues for useful information.

NetMechanic Power Tools

www.netmechanic.com

j :J -j

Professional Web Hosting P
* at unbeatable prices

Your Results
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QuidW send forEl Webbo?

online sample access to their Tools.
Without taking out a subscription, you
can submit up to five pages at a time to
the HTML Toolbox just by typing in the
URLs.

If you choose the single page option,
the reports are returned online in a few
seconds as you watch, while the
report for multiple pages will be
sent to your requested e-mail
address.

The Link Check and Bad Links

Report verifies links to local pages
and images and to off-site pages
and gives status reports. The
HTML Check and Repair finds and
lists bad HTMLand syntax errors,
and the paid subscription will even
generate a repaired page for you
to upload.

The Browser Compatibility
report is compiled showing tags or
attributes of your page that are
incompatible with different
versions of the major browsers.
The Spell Check suggests
possible spelling errors, and in the
full version you can customise the
dictionary to allow special words.

0028: <ul>

0029:///-<p allRii="Ierin> <font facc = ,'arlal.licl»cllca" sl»c="2">
---•:///*Iirror: missing start tag <li>
0030./-'/ '13/ '141 'PI * <II> 161"The RISC OS View< III>
-—:/«V*Error: missing </font> end tag before <li> la?.. Click l.crcm loin more
—-:/2/"Him: <li> elcmeni NOT allowed in <fonl> ...</foni> element
-—•PI'Repair: moving <foni> element inio <li> element
0031: <ll>/7/"Digital Video</ll>
0032:< II>/«/* Image processing 3</ll>
0033:<li>/9/ACaclicing for Orcgano</ll>
0034: < II> 1101' KKPC300 Update < /ll >
0035:<II>////"TrueType Conversion-:/ll>
0036: <ll>//2/*TcxlEnse Presenter </ll>
0037:<II>IUI'Cover CO available from the <u
hrcf= "iln»nluail.Mi inI"> download< /a > KCtlon < /ll > 1141" < /font > /IS/ ' < lyi>
—-://4/ 'Repair: discarding unexpected </foin> tag
—://5/'Rcpair: discarding unexpected </p> tag
0038://6/"<p uligii= "lcft"> <font race ="arlal.helvcllc»" sf/e = "2">...niid
much, much more!</font> </p>
-•••://67 "Error: missing start tag <li>
0039:</ol>

0040://7/A//S/'</ront>//9/-/20/'</p>
--• ://7/"[:.rror. unexpected </font> end lag in <td> element. Clickhere to learn

—-://7/"IIint: error may be result of moving, removing or inserting tag
-—://#/"Repair: discarding unexpected </font> tag
•-I19I "Repair: replacing elcmeni </p> by <hr>

•—:/*0/ 'Repair: inserting implicit <br> lag
0041: <p align = "left"> <Font race = "arlul.helvetica" sIjc="2"> <!-Ncxl
Issue-> <h>November Issue on sale 4th October 2001 </b> <!-Knd or Next
Issue-> </fontx/p> </td>
0042:<ldximg src = "Images/white.png" «ldth = "140" helght = "l"
alt = "whl(c"> </td>

0043:</tr>

You didn't want to do that,did you?

In brief

Hearing Voices
The BT press release goes
something like this: "BT Ignite
has developed a residential
Voice-over-Internet protocol
(VoIP) service for BT Retail

customers called BT NetChat.

Available via the BT.com Web

site, the service enables

subscribers to make and

receive voice calls over the

internet to other NetChat

users.

They can also receive
ordinary calls while still online.
To make it work, an additional

piece of software..." Uh-oh.
Here it comes! "...called

NetMeeting has to be loaded
on to the user's PC." Well that

keeps RISC OS users out then,
even if the service only costs
99p a month (inc VAT). Unless
you know different?

Remember ARMpit?
Thomas Olsson's ARMpit
Bulletin Board in Denmark is

now offline but his ARMWARE

Web site tells the story.
Thomas does freelance

development and consulting
for companies including
Oregan Networks, and he has
strong views on Web design
and layout as put forward in
his DOGME 00 Vow of Web

Chastity.
He cites Jacob Neilsen's

book Designing Web Usability
and the Neilsen useit.com site

as sources of good design
advice. You can buy this
volume from Amazon.com for

$34.98 including international
shipping or from
Amazon.co.uk for £37.74. Can

you guess which vendor I
chose for my copy?

DOGME 00

www.armware.dk/dogmeOO/

Contacting me J
David Dade:

comms@acornuser.com

www.acornuser.com January 2002
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Olympian pictures
Olympus has recently

relaunched its range of digital
cameras with USB interfaces

rather than the earlier serial

connections. This threw Acorn

companies such as Photodesk into a
bit of a problem since RISC OS
machines either don't have USB or

don't have the necessary support.
However these cameras also have

SmartMedia cards for storage —
unfortunately this too was a bit of a
problem. The reading and writing of
CompactFlash storage cards had
already been solved by Surftec with
its DigiFlash software and hardware,
however SmartMedia was proving to
be harder to deal with.

Luckily for us the SmartMedia
problem has now been solved, at
least for reading, and the USB
problem is soon to be resolved as
well. Which is all to the good because
it means that Photodesk — one of

the biggest specialist suppliers of
Olympus cameras in or out of the
RISC OS world — can still sell these

excellent cameras to you and me.
We thought that we would have a

look at the base model in the range,
the C-1. This has the minimum of

facilities so you can be sure that
anything higher in the range is better,
but with a price to match.

We will start by looking at the
camera itself. This is a very small unit
in the traditional point'n'shoot style. It
has a slide cover over the lens which

must be opened for the camera to be
able to take shots. The camera

comes with an 8Mb SmartMedia card

which can hold between 30 and 40

Steve Turnbull looks at the Olympus C-1
images — the precise number is
variable as the images are stored as
JPEGs and the level of compression
on each image varies.

When you get it there is a whole
pile of documentation, the
SmartMedia card is in its own little

pocket and the batteries are supplied
but not inserted.

As with all cameras of this sort the

whole body seems to be full of little
doors. There is the SmartMedia door

front-right which opens to reveal the
insertion slot. There is also a little

icon showing which round the card
fits. On the underneath below this slot

is the battery space which takes the
3v Lithium supplied battery pack.

On the left are the external

connection sockets under a soft

rubbery door which is designed to
prevent dirt getting into the sockets,
here we have a USB socket, video
out socket and an external power
socket.

Just for good measure, as
Olympus are a traditional camera
manufacturer that turned to digital,
there (what I think) is a tripod mount
on the underneath.

The controls on the back are next

to the LCD screen, these are the
minimum you can sensibly use, there
is an OK/Menu button on the top right
of the group; the monitor button and
the arrow keys.

The monitor button switches on

the LCD screen for accessing the
currently stored images and the

menu system when the camera "lens
barrier" is closed, the camera is
switched off. The menu button

accesses the menu once the monitor

is switched on and the arrow keys
allow you to navigate the menus and
also switch the currently displayed
image.

As a first step you can set the date
and time (which can optionally be
included on the image). To take a
picture you simply slide open the lens
barrier point and shoot. The image
temporarily appears on the LCD and
is then stored.

The other way of taking pictures is
to switch on the LCD while the lens

barrier is open, this gives a
continually updated view of what is
being seen by the camera. This is not
really recommended unless you have
a bottomless pit of money for new
batteries.

Once you have your pictures
stored you can review them on the
LCD and delete the ones that you
don't want. The C-1 has a digital
zoom (up to 2X), it can take three
qualities of image, several different
flash settings, multiple image taking
(low quality images recommended for
fastest recording); time delay; then
automatic exposure time can be
altered for special shoots; there's a
macro mode and adjustments for the
type of light being shot in. Quite a
range of facilities for such a relatively
low cost unit.

The multiple image option has just

The newAcorn Usereditor, Michael Stubbs, at theoffice - the yellowtinge is quite
prominent, the walls arc actually while.

Taken fromtheother sidewestill havea problem withthecolour, but thisshot was
taken fairly closeand there's no problems with thefocusfor such a simplecamera!

www.acornuser.com January 2002
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found its way into cameras at the
bottom of the range and the images
are stored as a series of JPEGs in

the same way as the others.
It is probably worth mentioning

that as you get a standard package
from Olympus, but with the hardware
and software additions from Surftec

and Photodesk if you want them; you
also get the full range of PC software
as well, this is all very well but you
will need at least Windows 98 version

2 (and not the Plus version)
otherwise it won't work and unless

you now what you are doing it can
mess up your PC. Just thought I
would mention it.

Once you have taken your pictures
you need to get them into your
computer and until USB is available
there's only one way to do it and
that's through the SmartMedia reader.
Photodesk can supply this direct with
its single floppy with the application
on it.

Once USB does become available

you will be able to go back to the
facility whereby you can actually
control the camera from the computer
using the PhotoLink software
upgraded to USB. This is certainly
something to look forward to as the
range of facilities is much greater if
you can do this.

There are simple instructions for
loading the software depending on
whether you want it to run every time
you start up or whether you want it
"on demand". I opted for the latter

January 2002 www.acornuser.com

No red-eye here, unsurprisingly, < shown this imagedouble thesize to showtheresolution is still good

although some people might want it
there all the time — after all it's not

just cameras that use SmartMedia.
The software is easy to install, the

hardware read is a little more tricky.
Basically it plugs into both the printer
port and the keyboard socket of your
computer and provides a keyboard-
through socket for you to plug the
keyboard into — this all works without
trouble although if you have a lot of
different things plugged into the
printer port you could start running
into problems.

Running the software simply
gives you an icon on the iconbar
on the far left if you have RISC
OS 3.5 or later. One caveat at

this point is that you need to
watch out for the way you plug-in
your SmartMedia card. It goes in
contacts down. This can be

confusing because the label on
the back of the unit has some

information and it is shaped with
one corner cut-off like the card.

Unfortunately it gives the
impression that the card should
be put in the wrong way. This
does not damage the card but you
won't get any pictures off it.

The software is a fully
fledged Filer so you can carry out
all the operations that you might
expect. Unfortunately you cannot
at present write to the card
(although you can with the

I CompactFlash —you will need a
There was no difficulty with Michael bul with these shots there different reader and 3^Wi
was adistinct red-eye problem thai the flash could not prevent piece Of Software for this).

Now you could just stop there but
there is, in fact, a piece of software
from Photodesk called PhotoShow

which provides a Photolink-type front-
end to a directory of images which
can be left on the card if you wish or
it can be on your hard disc.

You simply drag the directory to
PhotoShow which then pops up a
window containing thumbnails of all
the images. From here you can view
the thumbnails and then drag them
off to other locations including other
applications.

Additionally you can access a lot
of detailed information, which is
stored within the image, by clicking
the Info button for the image you
want. You can get date and time,
resolution colours, and so on.

So there you have it a very nice
system and a great little camera for a
wide variety of uses — all the images
on these pages apart from the
screenshots were produced with the
C-1 on a point and shoot basis with
very little set-up. Nfll»fr

Product details

Product:

Price:

Supplier:

Tel:

Fax:

T mail:

Web:

Olympus C-1 digital camera
£299 (inc VAT)
Photodesk Lid, I The

Courtyard, Southwell
Business Park, Portland/
Dorset DT5 NQ
(+44/0) 1305 822753
(+44/0) 1305 860483
chris@photodesk.ltd.uk
www.photodesk.ltd.uk
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DIGITAL CAMERAS

+ 16MB CARD

N/A

£178

£298

£718

£488
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N/A

£171

£169

£239
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£282
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£431
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£154

FREE

£268
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£288

£484
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£555
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£290

£417

£439

£497

£577

£563

£645

£164

£338

£278

£338

£298

£494

MAKE 8t MODEL

KODAK DC5000

CAMERA

£458

£258

♦ 16MB CARD

£478

£278

see website

FREE

see website

£738

£828

FREE

FREE

FREE

N/A

FREE

FREE
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N/A

£408

£668
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£488

£288
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FREE
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FREE

FREE

£418

£678

£467

£598

see website
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see website

see website
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see website
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AGFA CL18 £60

CANON PowershotAlO

CANON Powershot G1

CANON Digital Ixus(300)

£278

£698

£468

MINOLTA Dimage 5

MINOLTA Dimage 7
MINOLTA S304

NIKON Coolpix 995
NIKON Coolpix 995 Premier

see website

£868

see website

£718

£808

CASIO QV3500

CASIO QV3 PLUS

£428

£598

OLYMPUS 4040

PENTAX EI200

see website

£388

FUJI Finepix 4800
FUJI Finepix4900

£478

£548

RICOH RDC7 £448

KODAK DC3200

KODAK DC3400

KODAK DX3500

KODAK DX3600

KODAK DC3800

KODAK DC4800

£134

£268

£248

£308

£268

£464

SONYMVCFD95 £748

£598

SONY DSC-F505V £738

LEXAR USB Smartmedia reader £28

SANDISK Compact Flash USB reader £27
SWIFT USBCompact Flash reader £36
SWIFT USB Smartmedia reader £36

SMART MEDIA

FUJI 8MB £12.50

FUJI 16MB £15

FUJI 32MB £24

FUJI 64MB £40

FUJI 128MB £79

SANDISK 16MB £18

SANDISK 32MB £28

SANDISK 64MB £46

SANDISK 128MB £96

TOSHIBA 64MB Smartmedia card £42

COMPACT FLASH (TYPE I & \\)

IBM 340MB microdrive £191

IBM 1GB microdrive £343

SANDISK 8MB £20

SANDISK 16MB £22

SANDISK 32MB £32

SANDISK 48MB £46

SANDISK 64MB £56

SANDISK 96MB £88

SANDISK 128MB £98

SANDISK 160MB £162

SANDISK 192MB £170

SANDISK 256MB £228

L.
BATTERIES & CHARGERS

4x 1200mAh

4x 1800mAh

4 x 1200mAh & mains charger
4 x 1800mAh 8t mains charger

£6.50

£11.50

£16.50

£20.50

All prices include vat (and delivery for orders over £100)

££S3j}|

EXTENDED WARRANTIES
AVAILABLE FROM £20

f FREE QBEO
PHOTOGENETICS 2.0

WORTH £24.99 WITH
EVERY PURCHASE

WIN 100 DIGITAL
PRINTS IN OUR WEEKLY PRIZE

DRAW- VISIT WEB TO REGISTER

£15 OF DIGITAL
PRINTS WITH ALL

ORDERS OVER £500

COMPARE & CONTRAST
DIGITAL CAMERA

SPECIFICATIONS SIDE BY SIDE

FREE MINI TRIPOD WORTH
£8 WITH EVERY CAMERA

share & print

pload digital images to on-line album.

m
Store, share or order prints.

Prints delivered direct to your door.
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InternetCamerasDirect •co.uk FREE

call 0870 745 1036
or fax 01484 845 947 ore-mail sales@i nternetcarnerasdirect.co.uk
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i the internet. lnternetCamerasDirect.co.uk, 4 Peel Street, Marsden, HuddersfieldHD76BW
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SmartMedia™
• CompactFlash"

c >

V /

ID 128MB

Add Photodesk's new

Photoshow software

for just E20!
(£23.50 inc VAT).

m

EigiFlash, Surftec's range of
CompactFlash and SmartMedia

parallel port card readers for
RISC DS systems.

Simply plug in, double clickand
away you go! DigiFlash shows an

extra disc icon, allowing data to be
copied to* and from the media just

as if it was a floppy disc.

*SmartMedia is currently read only.

I

The ^data card reader for RISC OS
i

i

SmartMedia excVAT inc VAT

8MB EB.40 E9.B7

16MB E10.B0 £12.69

32MB E1B.2D £19.03

64MB £27.60 E32.43

128MB £63.60 £74.73

Howto place your order...
To order, simply send a cheque made payable to 'Surftec Ltd', (please remember to

include VAT) along with your full name, address and most importantly your
e-mail address as this will be used to provide you with future software updates.

Postage to all UK destinations is FREE on orders over £7D.

We regret we are unable totake credllor debit cards.

http:yywww.surftec.nety
Alltrademarks acknowledged. Prices shown are subject to change without noticeand are

correct at time ofgoing to press. E&0E.Surltec is the trading name ol Surftec Ltd.

Add Warm Silence Software's

excellent WinS5FS software

for just E25!
(£29.37 iricVAT).

!Win95FS
Offer! V

CompactFlash bxcVAT inc VAT
8MB £15.60 E1B.33

16MB £18.00 £21.15

32MB E19.B0 £23.26

64MB £31.20 E36.66

128MB £50.40 £59.22

256MB £110.40 £129.72

MicroDrive 340MB £160.85 E1B9.00

MicroBrive 1GB E2BB.51 £339.00

Surftec
rInternet Computer Solutions

Surftec Ltd

Burma Cottage
Glen Road

Beacon Hill

Hindhead

Surrey
GU26 6QE

Telephone:
Fax:

+44(0)1428 608121

+44(0)1428 608123

E-Mail: sales@surftec.net
WWW: http://www.surftec.net



Oriental images
Fuji and Fujifilm are this month's

focus with their vast array of
digital camera and digital photo
processing services. Digital

cameras are the next big computer
peripherals market, I see them as
being a great way to take exciting
photos, firstly you can see the results
within seconds and there is no

"hoping the photos will come out
okay" when you come lo collect
them.

Canon and Fuji have recently
been advertising their digital camera
offerings on TV and as a result
prices have been dropping and
specifications growing ready for the
mass consumer markets.

What to look for
Technically, when choosing a camera
you should look at:

• Number of Mega Pixels the CCD
can take.

As an example, a 1.2 Mega Pixel
camera will fill the majority of the
screen on most Acorn RISC OS

systems running at 1024 x 768 at a
1:1 zoom.

My latest 3.3 Mega Pixel camera
produces images larger than my Rise
PC with ViewFinder card and 22"

liyama monitor can display, and I'm
running 1984 x 1488.

So your choice of camera should
reflect how you wish to view the
images taken. Will you just be
viewing photos on screen, or will you
want to print them out. If the latter
than the greater the resolution the
better.

Neil Farnham-Smith explores the Fuji option

• Zoom

I find a powerful optical zoom a
valuable asset when outdoors, or
equally if you don't normally run your
camera at its highest possible
resolution you can also set the
resolution higher then crop the image
later to zoom in onto the object.

• Size of preview screen
Many of the cameras provide a

small preview screen, and it is easy
to take a shaky blurred photo even
though the image looks sharp on the
camera's own screen. This is

because the blurring is condensed
and it is difficult to spot a bad photo.

Some cameras will allow you to
zoom in and pan around the photo
essentially allowing you to check the
quality of your recently taken photo
in detail before it's too late.

• Media used

CompactFlash, SmartMedia,
MemoryStick, MultiMedia and Secure
Digital, you need to ensure you have
a way of getting the images from the
camera onto your computer or
printer.

Luckily, the majority of cameras
use CompactFlash or SmartMedia
for which there are RISC OS card

readers.

What has Fuji to offer?
Fuji have three groups of cameras
within their vast range, which I will try
to summarise below the best aspects
of each camera, using my four key

camera purchasing points, those
being CCD resolution, zoom, size of
preview screen and media used.

Fuji's range uses SmartMedia on
all the cameras except the top of the
range S1 Pro which can take both
SmartMedia, CompactFlash,
including CompactFlash type 2 such
as the IBM MicroDrive.

Fuji's range of general purpose
cameras look like any standard
snapper, small, compact, something
you could feel comfortable throwing
into a bag. They include a solid
plastic panel which slides across the
lens, except for the 2800 Zoom
which incorporates a normal clip-on
lens cap.

The general purpose range all
have built in 1.6" colour D-TFD

screens except for the 2600 Zoom
and 2800 Zoom which come with

larger 1.8" screens.
The FinePixA101, 1300 and 1400

Zoom all come as standard with 1.3

Mega Pixel CCD and are able to
produce 1280 x 960 resolution
images, however the A101 and 1300
only have a Fujinon optical lens,
where as the 1400 Zoom (as
suggested by its name) has a 3x
zoom lens. The group all come with
8MB of media as standard.

The FinePix A201 and 2600 Zoom

both incorporate a 2.0 Mega Pixel
CCD, able to produce 1600 x 1200
images (which would fill the screen
of a high end RISC PC with 2MB of
VRAM and a good quality 17"
monitor). The A201 is a fixed lens
camera, and the 2600 like its sibling
1400 Zoom in the range has a 3x
zoom lens. This group comes with
larger 16MB media as standard.

The FinePix 2200, 2300 and 2400
Zoom differ from the last two only
slightly, they come with a 2.1 Mega
Pixel CCD, however the image
resolutions are no different. They
also come with smaller 8MB media.

The 2200 and 2300 have optical
lenses while the 2400 Zoom comes

with a 3x zoom lens.

The FinePix 2800 Zoom must just
fall short of the next category in Fuji's
eyes, it is by no means a low spec
camera, essentially identical in
specification to the 2400 Zoom the
2800 has an amazing 6x zoom lens,

www.acornuser.com January 2002
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equivalent to 38mm—228mm on a
standard film camera.

The MultiMedia Cameras range
look like fashionable, compact 35mm
cameras, they are all very thin and
flat looking, but they come with
impressively sized built-in preview
screens.

This group all come with 4.3 Mega
Pixel CCD lenses (using a Special
2.4 Super CCD Fuji lens) except for
the 6800 Zoom which has an

amazing 6.0 Mega Pixel images from
Fuji's special 3.3 Super CCD. The
40i comes with 8MB media, however
the remainder of this group all come
with 16MB media.

The FinePix 40i has a 1.8" colour

LCD screen and FinePix 50i has a

smaller 1.5" low-temperature
polysilicon TFT screen. Both come
with Fuji's Super EBC Fujinon lens,
equivalent to a standard 36mm film
camera.

The FinePix 4700 Zoom, 4800
Zoom and 6800 Zoom are taller in

design, come with a 3x zoom lens
equivalent to 35mm — 108mm on a
normal film camera and come with a

huge 2" low-temperature polysilicon
TFT screens, with this size of screen
it becomes easier to show off your
photos to a group of people at one
time.

The final range is the
Enthusiast/Professional Cameras. If

you are serious about photography
these cameras are your starting
point.

The FinePix 4900 Zoom and 6900

Zoom both come with the larger 2"
TFT screens as with 4700, 4800 and

January 2002 www.acornuser.com

6800 Zoom cameras. Both come

with 6x Super EBC Fujinon zoom
lenses, 16MB of SmartMedia and
unlike all the earlier models which

can only save JPEG images these
higher models can save TIFF-RGB
images suitable for professional print.

Remember JPEG images are
compressed by loosing data which
doesn't notice too much, they fool
the human eye. TIFF is essentially
uncompressed, therefore getting true
image clarity, so if you plan to take
lots of photos in TIFF mode you'll
need huge amounts of media to
store it on.

The FinePix S1 Pro, Fuji's flagship
SLR digital camera, which can take
Nikon F mount lenses, including AF
and Al-P Nikkor lenses. Super high
resolution 3.4 Super CCD, giving 6.1
Mega Pixel images, typically 3050 x
2016 pixels
in size —

not many (if
any)
monitors

around that

can even

reach such

high
resolutions!

Zoom is now

dependent
on the lens

fitted, giving
you the
option to
upgrade at a
later date.

This

camera can

save out TIFF-RGB, TIFF(YC) and
like all other Fuji's JPEG (Exif)
images as well, this camera is aimed
at the professional who needs
images suitable for high quality print,
brochures and so on.

The S1 has room for SmartMedia,
CompactFlash Type 1 and 2, such as
the IBM Microdrive, absolutely
essential if taking lots of photos in
TIFF mode.

Summing up
The Fuji range of cameras usually
use Fuji's own rechargeable lithium-
ion batteries, use AA batteries or are
able to take both and come with

either an AC adapter or separate
battery charger.

It is only the lower end general
purpose cameras which don't come
with any form of AC adaptor or
charger. With any digital camera it is
worth purchasing extra of
manufacturer's custom batteries, or a
couple of sets of AA hi-power
rechargeable batteries, 1500mAH or
greater is best.

Most of the Fuji range is available
from good RISC OS dealers,
however a couple of the models are
limited to a well-known chain of PC

superstores.
Fuji's Web site www.fujifilm.co.uk/

FUJIDC/ contains a vast selection of

example photos taken using their
cameras, photos of the cameras
themselves, specification sheets and
more, within my allotted space I've
had to skip much of the detail and
highlight the major differences
between the available models in the

range.

Happy snapping!
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Tales from the Midi
Following last year's very

successful show at The

National Motorcycle Museum
right next door to the NEC

near Birmingham the ARM Club
went full steam ahead on the latest

show which took place on 1st
December 2001

All the usual services were

provided including coaches, and
food on tap. As usual there was a
certain amount of confusion as the

venue also runs a general
computer event as well — so what
looks like huge queues for the
RISC OS show in fact isn't.

The weather was particularly
bad this time and many of the
exhibitors were completely worn
out before they even started — and
traffic only added to the problems
with exhibitors arriving close to the
start time.

Two years ago the Midlands
show was a dead loss from the

exhibitors viewpoint, poorly
attended and not much fun. Last

year however the show was vibrant
and full of life.

This year was a return to the old
form for some but other exhibitors

reported a good show — it is
difficult to tell quite why that should
be but that's the way it was.

It is certainly true that the
numbers were down and as such

perhaps it was mainly the general
dealers rather than the specialists
that did well out of it.

Apart from the weather reducing
the number of people attending —
no one wants to drive long
distances in continuous rain —

NeilSpellings ofthe AAUG, before the Show getsgoing
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there was also the fact that there

apparently would be no special
launch at this show, which always
tends to be the poor relation to the
main RISC OS show in mid to late

October.

But in fact this was not the case.

There was one major
announcement which was

completely unadvertised and
should have had people attending
in droves had it been known —

Riscstation is going ahead with its
portable. It is not the same
machine as originally announced
but it is certainly good, any
portable is better than nothing in
the current state of affairs. So let's

see what you get for your money:
The machine is roughly

242x190x30mm, weighs 1.3Kgand
has a 8.4" TFT 800x600

touchscreen screen (this looks very
nice); for storage it has 64MB
memory, 10GB hard drive and a
glidepoint touchpad for mouse
control, I've not used one myself
but many people like them. On the
plug-in side it has PCMCIA, USB
and lObaseT Ethernet all coming
as standard which is excellent

news.

Now the not-so-good news. This
is not what some might call a
complete machine, obviously the
unit you have has everything you
need for mobile computing except
that there is no serial or parallel
ports, big screen output and so on.
For these you have to get the
docking station which is extra.
Prices start from £999 ex VAT, and
for a £100 deposit you can secure

one of the first on the release date

of late February 2002.
Riscstation are being cautious,

they are deliberately not advertising
this machine until they actually
have it ready but there is no reason
to be concerned in this case. The

innards have been ready for the
last year, the machine has only
been awaiting a case.

This type of machine is what is
called, in the PC world, a sub-
notebook; being smaller than your
typical laptop and with lower screen
resolution. My informants say that
the front-end for this machine is

going to be tweaked to make it
easier to use if you're not a RISC
OS devotee and Riscstation are

going for markets outside the
traditional one with this little baby.

More power to them.
Other attendees at the show

included Acorn User (of course);
Neil Spellings of the AAUG; Akalat
Publishing with their magazine
Acorn Publisher; and Archive
magazine.

Castle Technology were not
there in force — in fact it was

Richard Brown of Genesys wearing
a Castle sweatshirt with the Castle

display stands. Having said that
Richard was one of the people who
reported having an excellent show.

Cerilica were there with Vantage
and their other DTP products; while
surprise attendee was Clares Micro
Supplies, Dave and Chris were both
there with a lot of their RISC OS

software including Topographer (the
Ordnance Survey to 3D mapping
software) and the latest incarnation

Roy / leslop, world classspeaker, ofCTA andRiscStation holds his titleagainst all comers



Show Report

r

ands Show
of the spreadsheet Schema with
the SchemEx conversion software,
see our review in this issue.

CJE Micros were there as usual

seemingly having everything
including the kitchen sink — well,
I'm sure it was there somewhere

even if it was backed up on disc.
Fortran Friends were in

attendance with more of their

interesting polygons as was Icon
Technology with Techwriter.

New company ITC were also
there. With the electronic design
side of Reflex Electronics dying it
took the Acorn repair side with it.
However Dave Lumley and co have
resurrected this side of the

business as ITC and are selling
parts.

Another surprise entry was
KudlianSoft (long term RISC OS
educational supplier who do more
with Macs nowadays) were
attending selling their CD
collection.

R-Comp and R-Comp Interactive
were running games in a mini-
arcade and selling their Internet
software; and RISCOS Ltd were
offerling the Select Scheme.

Finally, there was Surftec with
the delightful Bex (and Neil) who
were located behind the Acorn

User stand, showing off their
SmartMedia card reader and some

very expensive digital cameras.
So a bit of a mixed day all round

however an important one with the
announcement of the RiscStation

portable.

Something to look forward to.

in Edwards ofSSS, calculates his travelling expenses

Aboveand below, thcR-Comp standteas reallycooking all day long

Neil Earnham-Smilh ofSurftec checks out the opposition at theCjEstatu
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Image Software www.imagesoft.co.uk
sales@imagesoft.co.uk

Here at Image Software we are re-vamping our product range for the new year. Emphasis

is on the continued development of our existing products to provide new and exciting

functionality. And, as always, upgrades are supplied free of charge to registered users.

Image Software Small Business IT Solution

Image Software is proud to announce the arrival

of its non-retail business IT solution. Ideal for

almost any business. This system provides

everything you need to get your business off

the ground ...

RiscStation ARM 7500FE, OS 4, 32MB

Cannon BjC Colour Inkjet

15" CRT monitor

EBMS (Business management software)

inc. Money Manager 2001 (Accounts module)

And now includes Internet pack with modem,

email and web-browser software.

All software comes pre-installed, with the system

ready to run "from-the-box".

£850
+VAT (£999 inc)

Other software products

Nutmeg (£20.00)

Caching & site saving for Oregano.

BigBro (£29.99)

Network supervision software.

Image Prxy (£39.99)

proxy Caching proxy server for RISC OS.

itags
Nuts (£10.00)

m m § i
•—-^^•-

Background backup and archiving.

'•••"-••-••-•--••liBi

Money Manager 2001 (Personal Edition)

Take control of your home / personal finances

with Money Manager 2001 (Personal Edition),

our newly released personal accounts package.

Functionality includes :

• Support for unlimited accounts in ANY

currency.

• Account specific exchange rates, where

required (for foreign currency accounts).

• Accounts payable / receivable (again,

multiple currency support). Ideal for

recording bills and debts owed to you.

Support for scheduled and regular

transactions (with automatic processing

of direct debits and standing orders).

• Account summary, with account totals,

liabilities and debts. Gives you your

net worth in local currency.

• Infintite undo/redo with roll-back

facility. Make a mistake - just undo

it, at the click of the mouse.

• Application State Preservation; restart

the application in exactly the same

state as when you last used it (windows

in same position, etc).

£29.99
FULLY

INCLUSIVE

Image Software is the trading name of Darren

Windsor of 48 Hinchliffe Road, Poole, Dorset,

BHI5 4ED. Telephone 01202 269720.



SchemEx Review

Translation scheme

One of the areas where RISC

OS users have always been
well catered for in terms of

the variety of software
available is spreadsheets. We have
had Pipedream, Eureka, Resultz,
several public domain ones, the one
in Advance and its big brother
Schema2.

All have there own strong and
weak points, followers and
detractors and a mention of any
favourite of yours is sure to open up
a debate as heated as that which

usually follows advocacy of Zap over
StrongEd. However, on the PC there
is really only one spreadsheet and
that is MS Excel. Sorry Lotus lovers
but resistance is futile, as they say.

There are many reasons why
users of RISC OS might want or
need to transfer between

spreadsheets on the Acorn to a
spreadsheet on the PC, or Excel as
it is known. I am going to look in
more detail at one such use in a
future article but suffice it to say that
because of the dominance of Excel
it has become not only a de facto
standard but also a de jure standard.
Ifyou do not believe this look at the
Web site for the European Computer
Driving Licence (ECDL) —
www.ecdl.com — at version 3.0 of the

spreadsheet module syllabus.
This qualification and the success

of the Individual Learning Accounts
programme (before it was scrapped)
have led many people into
computing to gain a basic and
widely recognised certificate
showing basic competence with the
most popular computer applications.
Owing to the dominance of the MS
Office suite of programs the courses
offered by various institutions and
training establishments have
become virtual MS Office courses.

Do not get me wrong here Excel

Mike Tomkinson takes a long look at
this important Schema utility

is a very competent spreadsheet
with many excellent features — I
use it all the time at work and

consider myself an expert in its use.
Training establishments, however,
do not teach generic spreadsheet
skills but how to pass a test based
solely on your ability to drive MS
Excel.

Thus the ECDL syllabus does not
say "thou shalt use Excel", but
Module AM4 — section AM4.4

Analysis asks you to create a Pivot
Table. There is only one
spreadsheet (that I know) that allows
you to do this and calls it a Pivot
Table. No prizes for guessing which
one. To be fair this is an Advanced

Spreadsheet Module and the
standard module is much more

generic in terms of what skills are
required.

Let us suppose that you did wish
to gain a basic IT qualification. There
is nothing wrong with this although
the analogy with a driving licence is
a good one — you may pass your
test but it does not make you a good
driver. You would be very lucky to
find anywhere that teaches generic
spreadsheet skills on a RISC OS
platform apart from the few schools
who have had the courage and
foresight to resist the PC. Of course,
most training places make no
pretence of teaching you anything
— generic or otherwise. You are on
a training course and there is a large
difference between training and
education.

However, if you do have a RISC
OS machine at home you may wish
to apply the training to a RISC OS
spreadsheet or simply to practice the
exercises for your test without the
expense of buying a PC and a copy
of the Office suite. You may also
wish to take your work backwards
and forwards between the two

platforms.
Many, if

not all, of the
RISC OS

spreadsheets
recognised this
when they

were first written. If you look they will
have converters for Lotus 1-2-3 or

earlier versions of Excel but things
have moved on and many of these
early converters, even where they
did work, no longer do so.

The point about them working at
all is an important one. Conversion
was never easy owing to the vast
differences between the programs
and the operating systems on which
they were running and things have
not got any simpler. On a
spreadsheet where accuracy is
everything a misinterpreted formula
is likely to be more than a minor
irritation.

This brings us to SchemEx from
Clares Micro Computer Supplies Ltd.
As its name might imply to you it
offers a conversion route between

Clares Schema 2 RISC OS

spreadsheet and MS Excel up to
and including the latest XP version.
It is up-to-date, still being developed
and supported, as is Schema 2
albeit with only minor revisions and
therefore perfect for the task of
moving spreadsheets between two
platforms.

Schema 2 was always one of the
strongest spreadsheets on RISC OS
— if you have old back copies dig
out my comparative review from
Acorn User Issue 178 in February
1997.

The conversion route is not really
through a converter as such but via
the HTML language. This hypertext
language is most usually associated
with Web pages but in this case
makes an excellent file format for
conversion between the two

platforms as as they can both
understand HTML. In practice the
installation of SchemEx is simple
and straightforward and in essence
you end up with another option on
the File->Export menu. This enables
you to export as a HTML file or
page.

Once this is done you save your
work onto a DOS formatted 1.44Mb

floppy or across you network and
Robert is your Father's brother as
they say. Excel can read the HTML
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The test document inMSExcel, a simple example but it covers Ihe important things

files and generally does a very good
job of interpreting the results. Not
only that but it works the other way
was well. That is you can save your
work in Excel (as a Web page) and
Schema 2 converts it back to your
favourite platform.

Naturally, and as you might
expect, if you use a function in one
spreadsheet that is not found in the
other you will get an error message
but on the assumption you knew
what the function was doing in the
first place you can either find its
equivalent or write your own.

It would be unreasonable to

expect macros (small programs
automating an aspect of a

spreadsheet for ease of use) to be
converted as Schema uses BBC

Basic and Excel uses Visual Basic

and they have little other in common
other than the word "Basic" in both

titles. The same goes for graphics
for similar reasons.

So does it actually work in
practice? Well, of course it does,
certainly on fairly complex single
page spreadsheets and this includes
interpreting the colours and fonts
correctly between platforms.

A minor annoyance is that grid
lines are not shown on the sheet

upon import into Excel but they can
soon be put back with the Format-
>Cells->Border menu and Tab.

Multiple pages
spreadsheets
or Workbooks

will present you
with a

challenge but
some judicious
cutting and
pasting can
achieve a result

but if you get
this far you will
be pushing the
envelope on
SchemEx and it

is not really
designed for
this type of
sheet.

Going back
to my opening
comments

about such
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qualifications as the ECDL and
similar qualifications like the RSA's
popular CLAIT (Computer Literacy
and Information Technology) they will
ever only require you to produce
relatively simple spreadsheets.
Frankly, if you have done a GCSE IT
course you should have done more
complex spreadsheets.

To prove this I created a
spreadsheet similar to those required
in the sample ECDL tests and
converted it to Excel using SchemEx.
Now at this point something very rare
happened. SchemEx could not
convert this to HTML.

If you look at my simple Ski-trip
budget sheet I used relative cell
references in column B to refer to the

total in column A. Although it took me
a while to back track and find this out

a quick e-mail to David Jackson the
Technical Support Manager at Clares
produced a new IRunlmage to cure
the problem as you can see from the
Excel spreadsheet showing the
exported file in Excel.

Frankly I find this reassuring. If
the product were not supported to
this level I would be worried as

spreadsheet and their uses can be
highly individualistic. The same level
of support exists for Schema 2 where
Clares will always listen to customers
to see if it is possible to add features
or more likely macros to do certain
tasks.

In summary SchemEx does what
it is sold to do and makes an

excellent addition to a good
spreadsheet should you have a need
to convert a sheet to Excel and vice

versa. It only costs £35 including
VAT and p&p or only £15 if you buy it
with Schema 2 at £80.

Product details j
Product: Schemex

Price: £35 inc VATand p&p, (£15if
bought with Schema2 for £80)

Supplier: Clares Micro Supplies Ltd, 75a
Webbs Lane, Middlevvich,
Cheshire CW10 9DS

Tel:01606 833999

E-mail: sales@claresmicro.com

Web: vvwvv.cIaresmicro.com

Contact: ECDL Foundation Ltd, 107
The Windmill, Sir John
Rogerson's Quay, Dublin 2,
Eire

Tel: 00353 1 679 2847

E-mail: info@ecdl.com

Web: www.ecdl.com



Through the desktop
Welcome to another episode

in this ongoing look at the
desktops of notable
individuals from the RISC

OS market. In this series we take a

look at the types of software these
people use and how they use it. So
without further delay let us be
introduced to this month's celebrity
desktop.

What we have this time is a fairly
tidy and restrained desktop, it uses
one of the standard tiled

backgrounds featuring the Acorn logo
— and the Acorn switcher icon in the

corner shows someone who has yet
to upgrade to RISC OS 4. On the
other hand we have a 1024 x 768

resolution which, with a little
investigation, is at 32K colours this
means we are looking at a Rise PC
with 2MB VRAM.

This is a barely upgraded machine
it does have a StrongARM but no
built-in CD, you can see from
workstation picture that the ancient

Who wouldowna desktop likethis?

CD-ROM drive is an external (SCSI)
and, in fact, is plugged into a major
piece of sound system complete with
four speakers and a sub-woofer. A
strange contradiction.

The iconbar looks a bit full with

two drive 0 CDs — one is the

standard software for RISC OS 3.7

while the other is CDROMFS from

Warm Silence Software, handy for
reading PC CDs. Then there is a
ZipFS drive, two hard discs
(incredibly, only 600Mb of space on
them combined).

Tidyandorganised hard discs?

For Internet

access there is

the ANT Suite,
plus Oregano
plus Messenger
Pro. This person
uses Impression
Publisher Plus

for writing
(though there is
a copy of
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Evenmore organisation - lots of applications and lots of DTP utilities

Ovation Pro on the hard disc) as
does one of the other major users of
the computer in this house (which
contains three RISC OS machines

and two PCs).
Music is provided by the external

CD-ROM drive and accessed using
an old version of SmartCD — but the

latest version of Chris Morison's

Organizer is here along with an
application you almost never see:
Flasher. This little gem ensures that
the writing carat flashes regardless
of where it is. Originally written by
Minerva Software it came free with

other software by that company.
It is over ten years old now.

Sitting between SmartCD
and Organizer is Acorn's old
MemNow application. So we
have a confusing combination
of old and new software —

perhaps someone who goes on
using the oldest software as
long as it does what is needed,
but will buy the latest if that is
needed.

At the top of the screen is
MenuBar by Graham Crow,
another old program and this is

version 1. Taking a look at all the
entries we find a huge range of
different applications which give the
impression of someone who does a
lot of DTP/Graphics work and
perhaps software development as
well.

The hard disc too is very well
organised, a place for everything and
everything in its place. There is a
games directory on the main hard
disc but it contains only one game:
Sangband. There is no wastage
here.

One program in the background
which you can't see and almost
never comes into play, because this
computer is seldom switched off, is
SaveDesk. This is a PD module

written by Nick Jarman back in 1994
that has been stripped of all its

application wrapper and is now
loaded as the module alone.

What it does is save all the icons

on the backdrop and also which
directories are open and their
position on screen. When the
machine is shutdown and re-started

it re-opens the directories and places
the icons on the backdrop. Very
handy.

The picture of the workspace
shows a very compact area — no
room for piles of paper, this is clearly
a paper-free zone. There is an old
Scanlight mono scanner and a
second computer which is a vanilla
A7000. The shelves above the

computer contain two sets of
Programmer's Reference Manuals,
music CDs, floppy discs and Zip
discs in fairly untidy piles.

So there you have it, the old and
the new in a strange combination, a
very utilitarian machine, one that is
used for work and not play, a
computer professional of some sort.
So who is that owns a desktop like
this?

Find out next month. i =<gi»i

A very utilitarian workspace - all workand no play
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r||i NoticeBoard
•••"•» Professional
A powerful program for creating and running stand-alone
and user-controlled presentations on RISC OS computers.
Slide shows or rolling display presentations can be easily
created for school, home or business use. Graphics/text/
photo pages are made up using scanned images, sprites,
drawfiles, JPEGS and HTML material, etc. Sound can be
added using a wide range of sources. Programs run on-screen
automatically or user-controlled and large-screen digital
projection is another useful option. Full details in NB Pro
manual, available on request.

Single user £32.00 Site licence £96

picture book 2
With Picture Book 2 reading, spelling and counting become
enjoyable for pre-school and primary school children, and
those with learning difficulties. The six Picture Book
programs offer varied and interesting work and play activities
with a wide range of setting options.

Single user £25.00 Site licence £75.00

Kids Keys
Handy flexible plastic keyboard overlay with large lower

case letters in the 'qwerty' key-board layout for use with any
computer. Easy to fix and remove using Velcro supplied.

Singles: £2.50 School Pack (10) £20.00

Really Good Software Company
8 Hawthorn Close, Harpenden, Herts, AL5 1 HN United Kingdom

Tel/Fax: 01582 761 395 E-mail: sales.rgsc@argonet.co.uk
Post/packing add UK & Europe £1.50 Other countries

£5.00. No VAT. Cheque with order please

THE DATA STORE
• CASTLE DEALER

for RISC PCs and A7000+

• RISCSTATION DEALER

for R7500 Lite and NetWorx

• RISC OS 4

AUTHORISED INSTALLER

A large range of software and
peripherals for all RISC OS computers is stocked in
our showroom in Bromley - pop in and see us or

order by mail, fax, email or telephone!

SIBELIUS
THE MUSIC NOTATION SOFTWARE

The Data Store now provides the official
CustomerSupport service for Sibelius Acorn programs.

Annual Subscriptions from £47 - please phone for details
SIBELIUS 7 now only £399 • SIBELIUS 6 only £99

SIBELIUS FOR WINDOWS/MAC now £525

We also stock Graham Jones' excellent music scanning package
SHARPEYE - £60 inc VAT

6 CHATTERTON ROAD BROMLEY KENT BR2 9QN
Tel 020 8460 8991 • Fax 020 8313 0400

Web http://www.the-data-store.co.uk/
Email info@datstore.demon.co.uk

Open daily 9.30-5.30, but CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY/SUNDAY

MICROBITS
Everything you need
and want in RISC OS

computers, PCs,

networks, repairs and

point of sale systems.

All under one roof

with our friendly,

expert and efficient

service.

m m
m

ft

Front Offices, Alfa Trading Est.
32 Adelaide St., Coventry CV1 5GT

Tel: 024 7655 0088

Fax: 024 7636 6452

Mobile: 0771 425 1011

E-mail: sales@microbit.demon.co.uk

Web: www.microbit.demon.co.uk
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Web ways
An increasing number of RISC

OS users find themselves

designing Web sites, whether
for a club they support or

perhaps just a family site for a bit of
fun. Whatever your reason for
building a Web site, it's most likely
that you're going to need to create
some graphics for it.

This month we take a brief look

at the top programs available to
create graphics for the Web. All the
software here is vector-based,
giving you the advantage of being
able to resize and edit any part of
your graphics at any time. This is
ideal for Web work where tweaks

have to be made all the time.

Vantage
Vantage has now passed the hype-
and-review stage and has emerged
as an extremely competent piece of
software. Most talk has centred on

how good Vantage is for print work,
with it's TRUISM ink simulation

technology displaying images on
screen as they will appear in print.

However Vantage is a winner for
Web graphics, too. This is chiefly
down to its anti-aliasing engine and
ability to save out in PNG and Sprite
formats (utilities such as Translator
allow you to convert sprites to
almost any other bitmap format).
Vantage converts all text to lines
when you export as a bitmap and
then renders the image using over
200,000 levels of anti-aliasing
(standard tends to be just 16). This
results in a fantastically crisp image,
neatly avoiding the "limitations" of
the RISC OS font manager.

RISC OS high-end vector graphics: Cerilica's Vantage

Vantage is not light on
the wallet, but it will give
you the very best output
for the Web. Its anti

aliasing engine creates
images that are of such a
high quality that it lends
itself to professional use.
The likes of Illustrator (the
Adobe software) cannot
beat it. If you're doing
some serious work and

can afford it, Vantage
should be the software you
choose.

ArtWorks
The original and most widely-used
high-end vector graphics package
for RISC OS, Artworks is having a
renaissance. The reason is MW

Software, a company that has
developed countless modules for
the package that add new functions
and tools. For any sort of serious
work, you'll need MW Software's full
range of modules. Perhaps the most
important here is BMExport, which
allows you to save out your designs
in Sprite or GIF format — essential
for Web graphics.

If you can't quite stretch to
Vantage, Artworks presents a high-
value solution. Add MW Software's

modules and you've got a package
that can still give Vantage a run for
its money. Anti-aliasing is at 16
levels, but MW Software are busy
coding to increase this. If you
already have Artworks, the addition
of the extra modules will provide you
with an excellent solution and is

highly recommended. MW
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ArtWorks keeps ongetting belter

Software's innovative developments
are keeping ArtWorks snapping at
Vantage's heels and it's definitely
worth serious consideration.

DrawWorks 3M
Creating a bit of an overlap is
DrawWorks 3rd Millennium. DW3M

hooks into Draw and adds lots of

new tools, effects and import/export
options. It has improved anti-aliasing
over Draw and comes bundled with

lots of useful applications and fonts.
An excellent buy for occasional Web
use, I personally recommend DW3M
to be used in conjunction with
Vantage or ArtWorks because it has
special effects tools that they don't
but they have the edge on the final
finish. Amazingly good value for
those on a budget.

This very brief run through the
packages obviously does not do
them justice. Next month we will
look in more detail about the pros
and cons of each piece of software,
specifically for Web graphics.

Theidealsolutionfor thoseon a budget
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Database details
One thing that is lamented about

the current state of the RISC OS

programming scene is the lack
of a proper development
environment.

You can write BASIC programs in
Edit, Zap or StrongEd but ifyou are
creating full applications there is no
integrated system that will also do the
window templates, or manage any other
resources you may need.

In fact this isn't true. For BASIC itself

you can take a look at WIMPBasic from
Clares this is perhaps not as
sophisticated as the PC equivalents but it
is very useful.

However there is another

development environment which exists
complete and has done for many years
— and is still being updated — and that
is S-Base.

Sold by Bluewater Systems in New
Zealand it is a highly competent
database language in three versions
which is also being implemented in a
Linux version which works identically to
the RISC OS version. Which means the

program you write for one system
automatically works on the other.

There is a big break in the versions,
going from the very latest 2.4i to the next
Linux-compatible one where some
substantial changes are being made to
the structure. Overall the system works in
the same way and we will be working
with the current, stable version.

In this series of articles we will be

looking at programming a complete
application in S-Base, we will look at how
to analyse your database requirements;
how to use the various resources of the

system; how it all fits together and how to
implement quite complex databases
using it.

In this first article we shall be looking
at the application variants, the basic
elements of the system and a first look at
the application we are going to develop.

Variants
There are three versions of the software:

Personal, Developer and Network. The

lp X New Application

Save to: Name:

-

.'SAppI OK

Steve Turnbull begins a new series on
writing applications in S-Base

i 1ADFS:l'i\'lclSl<GSC [)cic!<<nnuu.Filel.ink.t)cecloi>.MedioTrak

'SfediaTrak

Files

Sine

Application Mmunier- Medio Triii

Queries
m

Formats

Compile

Menus

Slop

Figure IT. Onceyou havecreated yourapplication
youcanseethe simple control interface

Personal version contains the

development environment but does not
have the capability to create stand-alone
versions of any application that you might
develop.

Developer has the added capability of
creating stand-alone versions which you
can distribute freely. You can even sell it
without any royalty payment to
Bluewater, and to my mind this is an
excellent system to use to develop
applications.

Network is a huge jump forward from
Developer allowing you to create a
system which has the core database
storage on one machine but allows an S-
Base front-end to access it over a

network. Clearly a system you would
need ifdeveloping a major multi-user
application. Once again there is no
payment to Bluewater for applications
created with the Network version.

There is little functional difference

between Personal and

Developer but there are quite a
few commands within the

system that behave differently
(or can't work at all) in the
Network version so care does

need to be taken when going
from Developer to Network.

Personally I have been
using S-Base Developer for

many years, in fact several
key applications used by Tau
Press, including the
subscription management
database is an S-Base

application. I have also written
commercial programs, one
used in the Special Needs
area, with it. It is the language
of choice for me and I hope I
can show you why that is and
how you can use it too for
databases applications you
would like to create.

The application
Once you have S-Base installed on your
hard disc the next thing to do is to launch
it, there is a start-up window that gives
version numbers and so forth and finally
you have the S-Base icon sitting on the
iconbar with the word "idle" beneath it.

Clicking Select on the iconbar icon
generates the new application window
where you can enter the filename of the
application and also its name which can
contain spaces (Figure I).

As a quick aside let us take a look at
the application we will be creating. What
we shall look at is a program that can
keep track of CDs, DVDs, videos,
cassette tapes and so on — in fact we
are not going to limit what it is used for,
we will just create a framework. We will
call it MediaTrack — with a filename of

IMediaTrak, RISC OS 4 may be able to
handle filenames with more than 10

figure I: Creating a newdatabase application withS-Base Figure 111: We want tousethe lower level resources editors
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characters but there are complexities
when developing a program in that
environment and not being careful.

So we name the application
MediaTrack and drag the icon to the
location on the harddisc that we want to

keep it.This is the development version,
it is not standalone.

What pops up then is the application
manager window which contains a
number of icons and some buttons

(Figure II). I never use this window as it
only displays a limited number of the full
resources of an S-Base application
instead I always do an Adjust click on the
"Other" icon which pops up the resource
list for this application (Figure III).

We will go through each of these in a
little more detail in a moment but before

that we will look at some higher level
facilities.

Clicking Menu in this window give you
a practical menu, the only thing I want to
look at now is the Display sub-menu this
lets you control how the items in each of
the various windows is displayed. My
personal preference is for Full info in
Physical order(Figure IV).

I have Show hidden also set as a

matter of course but this option won't
have much relevance in this series of

articles. S-Base has some standard files

it uses to create its standard database

system called SAM. This can be very
useful for putting together a very quick
application especially if someone sends
you a random CSV file or one of the
particular formats S-Base can load.
Hidden resources have a name that is

enclosed in curly brackets.
Clicking Shift+Adjust on the Close icon

of this window pops up the Application
Listwindow. S-Base is perfectly happy to
edit more than one application at a time

S-Base Droerammin

and this window displays the
ones currently loaded.
This window has its own menu

which allows specific operations
to be carried on applications as
a whole — the one we are after

in particular is Application->lnfo
(Figure V) which pops up a new
dialogue box.
This allows you to alter basic
information about the

application including its name,
all the type of information that
appears in a standard Infobox
from an iconbar icon menu and

whether you want automatic
backups running.
This is a very good thing, and I
usually have it set up for fast
backups, automatically doing a
backup every 50 saves (I save
manually very regularly) with a
rolling backup of five versions.
The information held in this

window is accessible using S-Base
functions which means that it can be

entered automatically into the
applications Infobox if it has one.

The Statistics window contains

information about how much memory is
being used by the application and how it
is divided up between applications while
the Settings window is used in the
Network version to control some

features.

The resources
Now let's run through the different types
of resource fairly rapidly, naturally I will
go into more detail when we actually
come to use them.

Files are the key resource to the
whole application, if you get your files
right everything else will follow logically.
Each file contains a number of records

and each record has fields containing
data. S-Base allows very complex data
structures to be created. Each file can

also have any number of indexes which
are used to access the records faster.

Relations are used to describe how

records in different files are linked. These

resources are not yet fully
developed and since I
created my own method of
creating file relations a
long time ago this is the
system that I will use.

Templates are not the
next ones in the list but

need to be explained
before Formats. A

template is a low level
description of how a
window on screen should

look. It contains all the

RISC OS-level icons that

are to appear in the

window plus the details of how these
icons respond to the mouse. It also
contains the full RISC OS window

description for the window size,
scrollbars and so on.

This resource also manages the icons
themselves. This may sound complex but
it all has to do with maintaining a style
within the application so that all the
windows have a consistent look.

Formats are the next level up from
Templates and allow the addition of non-
RISC OS elements to a window. Such as

scrolling lists, data fields, prompts, lines
and boxes, sprites, drawfiles and so
forth.

There are three types of format: A
Card which is the typical window this is
always based on a template; the Table
which is a special type of Card which
allows a scrolling list of records to be
displayed; and the Report which is not
based on a template and is used for
creating printed results — although it can
just be shown on screen if that is what
you want.

To ease the design process it is
possible to jump from a format directly to
its template rather than having to go
through the whole resource tree again.
S-Base has a lot of little shortcuts to

make it easier and faster to use.

Queries are resources which allow

you to interrogate the database and
come up with lists of records that match
specific criteria. Queries can be hard
wired but can also be created on-the-fly
which is very useful ifyou want to have
user-defined criteria for searches.

Constants are a programming
shortcut to let you define a name within
the language to represent something,
then you use the name within the
application rather than some arbitrary
number.

For example you might have a
Constant resource called MAX_RULES
and set it to 4. Wherever you want to
refer to the maximum number of rules

(currently 4) you put in MAX_RULES
instead of the number 4. This has two

effects: It makes the code easier to read

Figure V: S-Base possesses a hugenumber of specialfacilities for existing
databases, some moredangerous than others
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S-Base programming

Libel:

Created:

Last modified:

Purpose:

Author:

Version:

Details:

About lid* tipi'lieuiioii

Media Tram

2238:3924-Nov-0l

2238:39 24-Nov-01

S-Busc Application

None

Siansiies

Settings

Saving and Iniekup \
._)Safe (9 Fast {•/ Compressed

IAuto backup rolling after:

|Backup every: saves
backups

what characters can be used as

input to it and so on. This can get
quite complicated bu the basics are
simple.

Menus come in two types:
Code and Pop-up. When the former
is required a piece of code is run
which figures out and creates the
entries needed in the menu. A pop
up menu has pre-defined entries
which can be given specific
behaviour when clicked, such as
running some code; popping up a
window; or even displaying a sub
menu or sub-dialogue box.

You can also create menus on-

the-fly within the application which is
my usual approach. I only use
predefined windows for the iconbar
icon menu.

Procedures is where most of

the work takes place. It is in here
that you create the majority of the

work code sensibly sub-divided into
individual resources covering specific
areas.

Sprites contains all the sprites used in
the application whether for the icons or
for display in format elements.

Finallydrawings is for drawfiles which
can also be displayed in format elements
in a window.

\V Compress resources Cancel OK

Figure VI: Backup options to ensurethatyou
don't lose yourhard-earned work

and if you want to change the maximum
number of rules to 5 you simply alter the
Constant resource to 5 and this will be

used everywhere in the application from
then on.

Programs contains special
programming resource. When the
application is first run a program
resource called Startup is looked for and
run. I use only this one, other program
resources can be created and used but I

have not needed them.

Handlers again needs to be cleared
before Handler sets. S-Base creates

event-driven applications, in other words
you set things running and then the
program just sits there until an event
occurs. The system then looks through
its event handlers to see if a handler has

been attached to that particular event. If
it has that piece of code (the handler) is
run and things happen.

For example, clicking on a button in a
window will generate and event and
there should be an event handler for that

particularevent and something gets
done.

Handlersets are groups of handlers
attached to formats or menus and specify
which handlers are to be called which

events. There are quite a few events that
can be chosen some used more often

than others.

Font styles, in keeping with the desire
to ensure consistency across the whole
application you can define named font
styles and then attach them to elements
of a format. So all field entries will look

the same for example.
Data types, S-Base has a number of

basic data types, such as integers,
floating point, dates, times, strings (and
others). Each data type can have a lot of
additional information attached it which

control aspects of how it is displayed,
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What are we doing?
Having looked at the basic elements of
S-Base let's now look in more detail at

the program we are going to develop. It
is very important in programming to
clearly define the end result, what is we
are actually trying to achieve.

From there we can break down the

elements of the program so we can see
what is necessary, and what is merely
desirable. As this is a tutorial we won't be

lookingfor the "best" solution necessarily
only those things that help you
understand how the language works.

So we have a name "MediaTrak"

which is conveniently only 10 letters,
while RISC OS 4 can easily handle more
we want to be sure the program looks
nice on any current system and truncated
filenames can be problematic. This is
also something to bear in mind when we
are choosing filenames for the database
files themselves. The latest version of S-

Base doesn't mind long filenames but it
can get a bit confused ifyou start
switching from one to the other and back.

The purpose of MediaTrak is to
provide a cross-referenced database of
"recordings" on "media", with the purpose
of allowing the user to input and edit
information, search it under different
criteria, and output the data in a
convenient form.

The next step is to consider what
types of data we have and how they

relate to one another. We have already
mentioned two: Media and Recordings.
What do they actually mean in practical
terms?

Media might be a video, commercial
or personal, or it could be a CD, or a
DVD, or even a CD-ROM.A recording
could be a film, TV programme, music
track, a computer application, even a set
of tutorials stored as HTML on a CD. But

let's not limit ourselves it could also be a

file on the Internet (the Net is a storage
medium after all).

Plus we will not use an archaic word

like "recording", this is descriptive from
one viewpoint but I personally dislike it,
so we will use the term "object".

Beyond that are storage media that
we haven't thought of yet. MediaTrak
needs to be expandable so we will try not
to put any limitation on what it can store.
The same applies to what is stored as
the programmer we try to avoid putting in
too many limitations — we make the
application as general as possible
without making it unwieldy to use and
without losing sight of the basic purpose.

There are the two essential types of
information (media and objects) but we
also want to be able classify the objects.
For example, ifour objects are videos
perhaps we want to record their rating
(Uc, U, PG, 12,15,18). We mightwant
their type (Action,Adventure, Fantasy,
Period and so on) which allows us to
select a sub-list in the search facility.

So we will need a category section
with entries and these have to be easily
extendable by the user, and each
category type ought to be associated
with a media type — there is probably
little use allowing an audio track to be
labelled according to film ratings, it's
more important to say that it is a graphics
utility or a word processor.

There are lots of additions you could
make, little tweaks here and there — I
think a sensible one would be to allow a

Web address to be associated with every
object. This would be essential for
Internet objects but most videos have a
Web site as well and it is easy to launch
a browser from S-Base, so we may as
well.

While probably not very important in
this particular application, most database
programs keep back-ups and journals of
what is happening to the database in
case of crashes. We will see how this

can be implemented as well.
That is it for this month. Next time we

will look at the structure of this database,
some limitations of S-Base and how to

get around them, plus we will start
looking at the actual coding itself and
how to get an iconbar icon with a menu
functioning.



Switching Solutions from,
Stvart TyttoII Davwlepmenh

Use your RiscPC or PC
keyboard or our NEW
click multimedia

keyboard inc RISC OS
drivers only £34.95

3-button Genius mouse

(as used in STD standard
mouse) FREE with switch
or £10 inc as A7000 spare

Your

Monitor

Keyboard controlled switch allows the
use of a single monitor, keyboard and
mouse with two machines.

Only £99.95 inc
Pack with PS2MouseMini only £113.90
Manual and other switches available

\c c

MppetWm
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.i%We are able to supply a range

of custom high specification PC
base units, eg:

Duron 750/128MB/20GB/

DVD/ modem / speakers /
keyboard / mouse £499 inc

Duron 900 / 256MB / 40GB /

DVD/ Geforce2MX graphics /
periphs as above £649 inc

Athlon 1200 / 256MB / 40GB /

DVD/CD-rewriter/Gf2MX/

periphs as above £799 inc

PS2MouseMini allows the use of

PC-style PS/2 mice with all RISC OS
machines which do not already have
a PS/2 port (ie all but A7000/RiscStation)
Use PC mice (or switches) Only £18.95
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Windows ME / MS Works bundle, installed, add £100 inc

Keyboard controlled switch pack inc PS2MouseMini only
£100 inc when purchased with PC.

A7000, RiscStation and Omega machines may
also be switched and do not require a PS2MouseMini

interface
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PARAFS Is a parallel port networking system for machines fitted
with a bi-directional parallel port (A30x0 / A4000 / A5000 / A4 /
A7000 / RiscStation / Mlco /Omega / RiscPC)

It Is implemented as a tiling system and so provides transparent
file sharing across machines without the need for cumbersome and
slow transfer programs. Files and directories which are stored on the
remote machine appear as if they are local

ParaFS typically achieves access speeds of well above 10OK/scc,
making it an Ideal solution for most file-sharing applications.

£29.95 inc easy-to-find red transfer cable. £22.95 software only.

Standard mou
A quality, branded 3-button mouse for

machines fitted with a standard Acorn

(9 pin connector) mouse port. Adapted

for Acorn machines using our

PS2MouseMini technology.

Only £19.95

Remember - all calls to our 0845 number are charged at local rate

'•'•' "•'•!•• I

Stuart Tyrrell Developments
PO Box 183, OLDHAM 6L2 8FB
Tel: 0845 458 8803 / 01706 848 600

Fax: 0870 164 1604 (national rate)
Email: lnfo@stdevel.demon.co.uk
http://www.stdevel.demon.co.uk

Phone, Fax or email for a
free product information flyer!

All prices include P&P
Delta/Visa/Mastercard welcomed.

All trademarks acknowleged. E&OE.



EPSON
Buy an

EPSON AcuLaser CI000

between the 2nd January & the 15th March

and get a free EPSON PhotoPC 2I00Z

The EPSON PhotoPC 2I00Z brings the digital camera into
the home and so gives the first-time home user a fun and
easy-to-use, high quality and stylishly designed product at a highl
competitive price:
• 3.1 MegaPixel output using enhanced EPSON HyPictTechnology
• 2.3 MegaPixel optical resolution
• PRINT Image Matching enabled - true-life colour reproduction

00/S/'T
eac FOf*GET

•-•»£a»set of

sta"dard

— I

6 Black Toner Cartridges FREE *

Surftec
Internet Computer Solutions=y

'subject to terms & conditions

01428 608121
http zjjwww.surftec.net/
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BETT 2002 offers you the

chance to compare, test and
assess the latest products
and services from over 500

leading educational ICT suppliers.
Along with the major policy makers
in the Policy in Practice area, you
can receive free advice and

guidance to ensure you can make
the most informed purchasing
decisions for your establishment.

A host of new features will join
established attractions at the event

and together with the
comprehensive INSET seminar
programme you will be able to keep
abreast of the most recent

developments in your profession.
BETT is the longest running

event in the UK's educational

calendar and welcomed over

20,000 visitors from 76 countries

last year.

BETT Awards Profile
BETT Awards aim to reward

excellence in design and usage as
well as to reflect achievement.

Following nominations
from schools and the

industry, an expert panel
shortlisted up to five
products / services in
each of the 12 categories
ready to be voted for
online.

Here is a glimpse at
the runners and riders

for this years online
learning awards. Winners
will be companies which
have developed
innovative ICT resources

for the classroom and

what is the teachers at

the chalkface who vote

^i

Barnardo's

Hcmcjuce llomc & Family

Home and family

BETT Show 2002

2002 close-up
simply by logging on to
www.bettawards.com

The first nominations are for

Free Online Learning Resources

Future Citizens-
Educational Communications
www.barnardos.org.uk/futurecitizens
AIMED at young people. It is about
the issues that affect young people
in the UK today. The Web site will
tell you about situations faced by
all kinds of children and teenagers
across the country. Home and
family, charities, building
communities, rights and
responsibilities, your future your
choice.

Moving Words -
Open university
www.crete-ou.org/movingwords
AN INSET programme for
Secondary English teachers
focussing on focussing on literature
from different cultures and

traditions. Each of the six online

workshops on offer is supported by

Introduction

la tiiis <cclina «t have taken lhc vie* thai rradinj il ao active
process in »hich reader* arc al«a)t vpcculalioc. picji.nn* and tcllctliiuj. The
reader is lhu» a maker (it the ten and a creator of hi meaning. Within any
text there arc tubtcll* and later* to nuke setixe ol hut Ihele nuy alio he other
factor*. Itn£ui*tic and cultural, fchich influence iu intctprctalkm.

Some »:->en-'. are (hut completely open l*> UuciprcUllofi. Tkr Aacfrut Caffrr of
S'uri Bet it a ruuMc. original I) a Sufi tochui£ tu>r>. and it hy in nature
inccctclutivt. The 'moral' or pon* •'' roc **oty it dchaiahle and the «t.t\ can
he interpreted in any number of »ayv

What (olio** It one 'reading' of the Mocy. It it j hypertext Vcnton which
irukct IMBCof the b>»ay«. Namhet and umpolcii clement* of ihc thwy
oiccretc and etpficrt. hut it it only one readmit, ll it pottible U\ icad the ttory
in other watt. irJ l»i nuie other h)pcrteitt.

Home and family

pj Fonerint «nd

PJ aCBMl ">"s
mt Teenage parcnu
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a 2-hour

departmental
INSET plan,
classroom ideas

and online

resource

sections

containing
editable text

files among
other useful

resources such

as Web links

and links to the

software you'll
need to access.

News bites
Softly does it
SOFTEASE ((+44/0) 135
343421) have added another
title to its range of National
Curriculum Resource Packs:
Developing Literacy contains
activities and teacher notes

plus photocopiable pupil
record sheets directly
targeted at complying with
the National Literacy
Strategy.

The pack contains
activities which use one or

more parts of the Textease
range and summarised how
exercises and be used to

achieve the learning
objectives set out in the
National Curriculum. In

practice this means that
there are a range of tasks
ranging from early sorting
and matching activities to
complete lesson resources
using the full range of
Textease facilities and

combining text, images,
sounds and animations.

With the resource packs,
teachers can access a large
selection of on-screen

materials for use in further

work and extension

opportunities. The CD-ROM
also allows you to print out
sheets relating directly to the
exercises pupils can
complete on screen. It is
easy to navigate with section
indexes listing tasks in
alphabetical order and each
index page includes a key to
show whether the activity is
based on word, text or
sentence level work. A nice

touch are the 'award

templates' designed to
motivate pupils. The cost is
£29 each.

Express yourself
ESPRESSO EDUCATION

((+44/0) 20 8237 1200) have
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For instance, you might want to
explore prose through The Ancient
Coffer of Nuri Bey through an
open-ended hyptertext
presentation, or poetry with a
version of Pulsion or a slide show

entitled Reflections and a pupil
poem from draft to completion. Not
assuming high ICT knowledge it
will encourage by example the use
of ICT in teaching and professional
development.

Royal Navy & Royal Marines
Service to Education
www.rn-maths.co.uk

FOCUSSES on students working
on A/NVQ level Maths and aimed

particularly at potential engineers
and students who would be

interested in technology
apprentice
ships with
the Navy.
Created

against the
backdrop of
a national

shortage of
engineers
this site

aims to

make the

subject more
alive by
putting study
into the

context of

real-life Naval engineering and
operational scenarios targeting the
subject of projectiles, vectors,
calculus and probability. For the
latter you are in control of the ships
AAA Defender system designed to
counter missile attacks from close

range. The task is to find the most
efficient use of the defence system
- what is the least number of anti

missile shells to be fired to achieve

the required number of hits that will
destroy the missile. That's the
setting and there are two levels of
problem to solve.

Holnet: The
Worshipful Company
of Information
Technologists
www.holnet.org.uk
THIS site divides into two

sections at present;
Victorian London and

London at War 1939-45.

The latter is the more

complete of the two topics

January 2002 www.acornuser.com
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concentrating on what it was like in
London during the Blitz and
mirroring the History QCA
document quite closely. As well as
the Blitz, V1 flying bombs, food
rationing and evacuation. Divided
into four sections Air Raids, Daily
Life, Children at War and Shelters
containing photographs, paintings,
posters, diaries, personal
reflections and local newsletters

from and about people in London.
Victorian London consists of

Snapshot 1890s is a look at the
people and places of 12 London
boroughs while a second section is
being developed and will be a
history of the London School Board
1870 to 1914 and what it was like

to be at school during this time.
Both areas divide into Teaching

and Learning Zones with
information and activities for both.

Count on
www.counton.org
CONTINUING the mission of Maths

Year 2000, Count On is based at
the University of York. This Web
site is an important part of Count
On and provides games, links, fun
and interactive maths, help for
GCSE and A level students as well

as information on maths local

events. A forum for discussion and

resources there are online activities

including online maths magazines -

••• •
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been working with Bristol's
Education Action Zone to

compile a series of
programmes entitled 'Bristol
a fe me' or 'Bristol is for me'.

Centered in the Afro-

Caribbean, Asian and Somali
communities it includes

specially recorded video
footage which is integrated
into a unique module
featuring carefully
researched Web sites and

local resources to produce a
multimedia resource bank

that addresses specific
curriculum areas.

Celebrating the richness
and diversity of Bristol it has
been a partnership between
schools, businesses and the
community with the joint aim
of improving education and
awareness. Designed to
widen the learning resources
for pupils in central Bristol
so that they are culturally
diverse and reflect the

experiences and life stories
of this multi-ethnic

community.
Espresso has also

collated information on local

museums and libraries as

well as talking to local
residents with local

businesses about how they
got started. Local people
were interviewed about their

backgrounds and how they
came to live in Bristol.

Children have also

contributed with their own

work including video
footage.

The result is a rich

resource which gives
children and parents a sense
of pride in their community
as well as motivating
students to improve their
standards of literacy by
using the materials as a
starting point for creative
writing, biographies, report
writing, story telling and
presentations.

Bristol is not going to be
alone in the limelight for long
as Espresso are involved in



Why use lazy old
FAT clients, when

you can have
fast and efficient

THIN clients?
Management
Control is centralised in a TotalBoot NC installation,
making it easy to manage and providing a secure,
tamper-proof environment. Because all software and
configurations are controlled by the central TotalBoot
server, the NC does not allow pupils to alter
application settings and viruses cannot be introduced.
Central management also saves time as the ICT co
ordinator will no longer have to move from machine to
machine, solving individual problems. Furthermore,
when the server is upgraded, all stations are instantly
upgraded.

o ©

Access
TotalBoot NC installations provide Internet access and
e-mail for all stations - the communications tools

needed to plug into the National Grid for Learning. A
wealth of curriculum material provides a powerful
intranet learning resource. In addition, TotalBoot NC
installations come with Interchange which provides a
curriculum index link to the World Wide Web, ensuring
pupilshave access to stable, educationally moderated
and relevant sites.

•••- -•-. •

Cost Effective
Asall files and applications are managed centrally, NCs
do not require hard discs, floppy drives or CD-ROM
drives on each terminal. This gives dramatic savings on
unit costs. Expensive NT servers are not obligatory.

BecauseNCshave no moving parts, there is little that
can go wrong. With PCs, most technical support
requirements stem from changing user settings.
Because this does not apply to NCs technical support is
dramatically reduced. As a result, there are savings on
repairbills and on costs associated with downtime and
disruptions to teaching schedules.

Applications
Along with curriculum content and communications
applications, TotalBoot NC installations can run
Windows™ and Acorn RISC OSapplications, providing
access to a range of industry standard and education
specific software titles.

All NC TotalBoot installations come with NC Works -

an integrated productivitysuite including word
processor, spreadsheet, database, graphing tool,
drawing tool, painting package and JavaScript Web
browser. Our NCs provide access to all the core ICT
tools in an easy-to-use environment.

Integration
TotalBoot NCscan be integrated into an existing ICT
infrastructure protecting the school's investment and
extending the lifespan of resources. Old PCs, including
386s and 486s, can be used as thin-clients, giving a
new lease of life to legacy systems.

NCs can be connected to networks of different
platforms, run the same applications as existing
desktop PCsand integrate seamlessly with established
standards.

$
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NC

E

Precedence
WMom T.&.C.H.N.a.UO.CjJ.&.Ei "CW«s

NC Base
• ARM 7500FE NC

TotalBoot NT/NetManager ready
• 16MB Memory

• Keyboard and Logitech Mouse
• Network Cable

289 00

NC 15
//

• As above plus...
• 15" SVGA Monitor

Headphones and 2-way Splitter
• Mouse Mat

370.00

NC 17"
• As above but with...
• 17" SVGA Monitor

£410.00

NC15"TFT
*lpr Multimedia

*S^ • As above but with...
r» 15" TFT LCD Screen, with inbuilt

speakers, so no headphones needed!

550.00

Topcat / Zip / CompactFlash / ICA / Custom
versions available, prices on application.

UK Sales

I^ececlerrce
T.&.C.H.N.O.L.O.Cj.I.&.S

Address: Precedence Technologies Ltd
86 Kings Hedges Road
Cambridge
CB4 2PA

Tel: +44(0)1223 562500
Fax: +44(0)1223 563522

E-Mail: sales@precedence.co.uk
WWW: http://www.precedence.co.uk

Southern Area Sales

Surftec?)Internet Computer Solutions

Address: Surftec Ltd

Glen Road

Beacon Hill

Hindhead

Surrey
GU26 6QE

Tel: +44(0)1428 608121
Fax: +44(0)1428 608123

E-Mail: sales@surftec.com

WWW: http://www.surftec.com

Prices exclude VATand carriage. E&OE
© Precedence Techologies Ltd,2001



IHDC
DATA DUPLICATION SPECIALISTS

CD-ROM
We press and print: Standard
CD-ROM - Mini CD-ROM -

Business Card CD-ROM from

500 units upwards. We offer
standard screen, digital (for
serialisation) and offset litho
(for picture quality) print.

CD-R
We burn and print:
Standard CD-R - Mini CD-R

Business Card CD-R from 50

upwards. We offer screen
and ink-jet print.

Packaging and Fulfilment
We can fulfil your product into
any form of packaging from
standard products to tailor
made specialities.

Our client portfolio includes:
BT - Legal & General - Motorola -
Price Waterhouse Coopers -
PC World - The Body Shop - NEC •
Dept of Education & Employment
- Hewlett Packard • Panasonic •
Royal Mail - Dti -
Royal Bank of Scotland.

HOC offers excellent delivery
schedules and pricing and on all
our products, we have a team of
duplication industry trained
people to help you with your
requirements and questions,
we are here to take your calls
from 8:30am to 6:30pm.

HOC Associates Ltd

53 Broad Lane,
Bradford,
West Yorkshire,
England

t - +44 (0)1274 656565
f - +44 (0)1274 656575
e -service@hdc.uk.com

w- www.hdc.uk.com

IN THESE ISSUES OF ACORN PUBLISHER:

TUTORIAL SERIES ON PHOTODESK

TUTORIAL SERIES ON EASIWRITER

SEVEN PAGES OF REVIEWS ON

CERILICA VANTAGE

A TO Z OF PRINTING

NEWSLETTER & MAGAZINE DESIGN

RISCAD REVIEWED

CASE STUDIES ON:

PROSPERO PRODUCTIONS

FLEUR DESIGNS

There is so much to be be gained from
reading Acorn Publisher, and all for just
£29.95 a year (UK). Phone or email now
for details of special offers for new
subscribers.

Acorn

Publisher
Probably the best looking and
most readable RISC OS magazine

AKALAT PUBLISHING

P.O.BOX 231, BARTON
BEDFORD MK45 4HQ

tel/fax 01 582 881 61 4
email akalat@kbnet.co.uk
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and freedom. Looking at the
burka as a symbol of the
oppression of women in
Afghanistan, students analyse
how opinions on this
controversial topic can be
expressed. They will also have
an opportunity to improve skills
in dealing with difficult subject
matter in writing and debate
supported by weblinks, further
readers and teachers' notes.

Meenie Minus and Kaleidoscope.
These consist of a selection of

online games and activities for Key
Stage 1 upwards such as The less
than lake' where you help a
monster cross the lake and it even

provides a numberline in an extra
window if you need it.

For the award: Subscription
Online Learning Resources

The Guardian -
Secondary Topical Lessons
www.learn.co.uk

EVERY week this site presents two
topical lesson packs - one each for
Key Stages 3 and 4. The lessons
are based on contemporary articles
from the Guardian and the

Observer and are supported by
specially written Key Stage 3 and 4
features. Access is available on

subscription though you can
register for a 30-day free trial. For
instance, one week's stories
consisted of Football Crazy for
Key Stage 3 asking the
question 'Is the money from TV
revenues having too big an
influence on British football?'

While Key Stage 4 were
presented with Under the veil,
asking whether the burka
symbolises the oppression of
women in Afghanistan? The
lesson pack provides images
and information allowing
students to put both sides of
the argument about clothing

Paradigm-ICT -
CR-ed Unline Content
Family
www.schoolgrid.net
THIS site provides access to a
range of weekly online magazines
aimed at Key Stage 1 onwards.
CR-ed are family online magazines
- CR-ed, CR-ed Plus, CR-ed
francais and CR-ed Cyrmu.
Topics and content are varied from
Harry Potter, to Ant and Dec, Tomb
Raider, and the FA Cup and come
with curriculum links. For instance,
Harry Potter and the Philosopher's
Stone, as well as The Lord of the
Rings, presents a literacy writing
challenge, while the latest football
result is turned into a numeracy
activity.

Granada Learning:
Primary Zone
www.granadalearning.co.uk
AIMED at schools and

families the aim is to help
children learn using the
Internet by providing
access to almost 100

educational and fun

activities. The learning
environment is structured

with two interfaces to meet

the needs of 4 to 7-year
olds and another for the 8

to 11s. Primary-zone
content is curriculum-matched

across the core subjects of

other 'Your Espresso'
schemes with projects in
Birmingham, Plymouth and
Sunderland. Any LEA or EAZ
can apply to have a 'Your
Espresso' module created
for their schools as an add

on module for those

subscribing to Espresso for
Primary Schools' broadband
service or can be delivered

on CD-ROM for non-

subscribers.

On the boards
AS interactive whiteboards

become more and more

popular in schools, Nelson
Thornes,
(www.nelsonthornes.com)
have released resources

which can be used simply in
the classroom. For instance,
Soundsalive, which has
been developed specifically
to teach phonics on any
whiteboard.

Based on the stories and

characters that feature in the

Soundstart books and CD-

ROMs they can be used
independently. Designed for
whole class use, there are
enlarged screen icons and
interactive displays for all to
see and join in with. The
material covers key phonics
objectives for Foundation
level and offers a range of
activities including
interactive games.

In addition, Primary ICT
CD-ROMs have been

produced to teach ICT on a
whiteboard. Reportedly easy
to use with a clear menu

system, brightly coloured,
animated characters and

stimulating sounds bring
teaching ideas to life and
create an interactive display
that the whole class can see

and use. Exercises are a mix

of drag and drop, to point
and click, choosing,
matching and categorizing
activities among others.
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Show details

When?

Wednesday9th Jan i0:00am-6:00prn
Thursday 10thJan 10:00am-6:00pm
Friday 11thJan 10:00am-6:00pm
Saturday 12lliJan 10:00am-4:30pm

Where? Olympia, London
Details? www.bettshow.com

Contact? 0870429 4574(free registration
and seminar tickets)

Numeracy, Literacy and Science.
Teachers can configure the age,
subject and activities available at
any time. Resources are supported
by teachers' notes and guidance
for use within the Numeracy and
Literacy Strategies, with the
activities are fully matched to the
QCA Schemes of Work. Prices start

at £59 for schools with the home

version separate yet mirroring the
content of the school version.

Proquest Information and
Learning - Proquest
Learning History and
Literature
www.proquestlearning.co.uk
PROQUEST Learning: Literature
contains, among others, The
Concise Oxford Dictionary, C.T
Onions' renowned Shakespeare
Glossary and the King James
Bible. All supporting case studies,
study units and detailed articles,
900 plays, 100,000 poems as well
as links and resources. While the

Atlas of British History, the
Encyclopedia of Historians and
Historical Writing as well as
English Historical Documents are
some of the volumes featured

found in ProQuest Learning:
History.

Familiar images such as
Elizabeth's 'Armada portrait' are
set alongside the unfamiliar -
Babur, the first Mughal Emperor of
India in the picture gallery, but all
are placed in context with detailed
captions. A video library provides
newsreel footage of Dublin in ruins
after the 1916 Easter Rising, the
1963 civil rights march on
Washington or Hitler and
Chamberlain signing the Munich
Agreement.

Then there are Web links and

resource pages and study units
devoted to the historical topics
most studied at Key Stages 3 and

January 2002 www.acornuser.com

BETT Show 2002

4, from Elizabethan England to the
Vietnam War. For example, a
student working on the English
Civil Wars will find accounts of the

impeachment of Strafford and
Charles's execution and a

selection of contemporary portraits
among other items. Meanwhile
both sites can be searched for

particular documents. Idexes and
learning discussion groups aim to
support both teacher and student.

As well as the online resources,
there are also awards for

Educational Software (Primary),
Educational Software (Secondary),
Software Tools (Primary), Software
Tools (Secondary), Further
Education, ICT Hardware
(Primary), ICT Hardware
(Secondary), Support for ICT,
Special Education Needs
(Software) and School
Management Solutions.

No BETT Awards would be

complete without the presence of
certain companies. Softease is
one of these with Textease Studio

in the Software Tools (Primary)
section competing against the
likes of other old favourites

Blackcat and Sherston

However, they are not alone
this year as newcomer 2Simple
Software's ((+44/0) 20 8203 1781)
Infant Video Toolkit has been

nominated for two awards this

year - Best Software Tool and
Best Education Software both in

the primary categories.
2Simple's IVT is a suite of six

programs specially designed to
teach ICT skills to pre-readers or
those who speak English as an
additional language: 2Paint is a
simple drawing program; 2Publish
combines text and graphics;
2Count for survey results as
pictograms; 2Go for basic control;
2Question is a simple branching
database; while finally 2Graph lets
children show data as a bar, line
or pie graph.

All the programs use the same
basic buttons building on previous
knowledge and experience to
create a growing bank of ICT skills
from Foundation level. Clearly
linked to the QCA ICT Scheme of

Work there are teaching ideas in
the tutorial 'videos', which show

how to use the programs and how
to teach with them. H^1'*

Community
consciousness
THE University of Warwick
has released research which

shows that Internet users got
to church more often and are

more likely to belong to
voluntary organisations than
non-computer users. The
research has been

conducted by Professor
Andrew Oswald and Dr

Jonathan Gardner who

report that contrary to the
stereotypical young male
loner who prefers meeting
virtual friends rather than the

real thing, the internet user
is most likely to be young,
male and sociable.

Almost a third of users

belong to a community group
which around half are likely
to be regular church goers.
Professor Andrew Oswald

commented on his

conclusions: "They don't
leave out their friends and

family because they spend
time hunched over their

computer - they simply
watch less television."

The research also noted

that while a third make

personal use of the Internet
there is a huge divide in who
does and does not surf.

Those with money and
education are far more likely
to use the Net than those

without. Almost 61 per cent
of those earning £32,000 per
annum make personal use of
the Internet, compared with
just 9 per cent of those
earning between £6,000 and
£12,000.

Among graduates around
72 per cent use the Internet
in this way, but only 9 per
cent of those with no

qualifications do so. More
men - 40 per cent - use the
Internet than women at 28

per cent and these men surf
for longer too on average
3.5 hours compared with 2.5
hours a week.



Pin Gold Award

Infant Video Toolkit
Nominated I arlj Years
Product oIIIk vc.itJiiiii

Educational Software

Award winning software

A suite of 6 programs designed for Nursery, Reception and KS1 pupils.
Created for the UK curriculum, to make developing ICT skills simpler.
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Includes on-screen video lessons to create books, borders, envelopes, letters,
pictures, pictograms, graphs, teach directions, make branching databases...

Available on approval from £75 for all six programmes. Now on Mac and PC

www.2simplesoftware.com
New Software for KS2 - OUT SOON

T/F (020) 8203 1781 T/F (020) 8202 6370 Enigel@2simplesoftware.com

Nigel Canin 10 Nursery Walk Court Suningfields Road Hendon London NW4 4RJ

The ACORN version of MusicBox won the at BETT '95. Now
that we've redesigned it for WINDOWS, it's an even better way to get

children making music — and it's a whole bundle of fun too!
Includes CD, Handbook. Classroom Guide and Worksheets.

• NEW sequencer in Chord Box • Hundreds of CD-quality stereo
samples • Slick new interface • Windows 95,98.2000. NT. ME

Single User £44.95,5-User £67.95. I0-User £89.90. I5-User £l 12.95
20-User £123.95, Site Licence £134.85 — all ex VAT.

Free demo CD or full pack available on 30 days approval from:

TOPOLOGIKA SOFTWARE
Harbour Village. PENRYN. Cornwall TR10 8LR
Tel 01326 377771 Fax 01326 376755
Email sales@topologika.com Web www.topologika.com
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"I have just watched a ten year old
try Pentriend for the first time.

I wish you could have seen the smiles!"
- Raewyn Matheson, New Zealand

» The best grammatical prediction
• Speaks and highlights almost any text

from web and word processor
• SAPI 5 voices

» Improved lexicon editing
' Improved on-screen keyboard
> Ideal for networks and multiple users £§

Excellent value for money

FREE Demo from www.Penfriend.Ltd.uk
or call us on 0131 668 2000 for information.



Desig
WE DESIGN ICT FOR SCHOOLS

9 Acorn/RISC OS hardware and software expertise

9 Design, installation and support for all network types
including Ethernet, Nexus.... and Econet!

9 RISC OS /Windows connectivity

^ Tailored PC solutions

^ NT Server solutions

9 Curriculum advice &support

^ Managed service provision and training etc

Tel: 01902 894775 Fax: 01902 324287

E-mail: enq@dezignit.co.uk

epoch
woHe!
We've worked hard to establish ourselves as one of ihe

leading educational software companies in the UK.
If you'd like to try any of our software, take advantageof
our 28 days' free approval service and see why we've
established such a good reputation in thousands of schools
throughout the UK.

For further information, visit www.sherston.com or telephone
01666 843200 for a full-colour catalogue and sampler CD-ROM.

•
Sherston Software Limited

software for education

Don't risk missing
your copy of

4C0RNUSER
Hand this form to your local newsagent TODAY

and he'll make sure you never miss out!

Please reserve a copy of Acorn User magazine
every four weeks until further notice.

I I will collect

J I would like it delivered to my home

Name.

Address

'ostcode.

A message to the newsagent: Acorn User should be available
from your local wholesaler. If not, contact the

Retail Sales Manager on 0161 429 8902



Mike Cook buys another round for RISC OS users
Have you subscribed to RISC

OS Select? I have been

giving this some careful
thought over the last few

month. The problem is just exactly
what do you want from an
operating system. Is it a better
desktop environment with cool
graphics and handy tools? Or is it
something more fundamental, the
way the computer operates.

In the RISC OS world we have

been starved of new releases of

operating systems for some time,
so the Desktop can look weary and
tardy. So in that respect the Select
program is welcome. However, I
can see little of fundamental

change in the releases.
Changing the operating system

has always been a major cause of
stress and frustration, as you know
it is much less stressful on our

platform than the Macintosh and it
is nearly fatal in stress effects on a
Microsoft platform. In fact on those
machines it rates higher than
bereavement, divorce and moving
house. However easy we have it,
there are bound to be casualties.

The way it works is that you put
up with the old operating system
until the pain of not being able to
run so much new software is

unbearable and you have to
upgrade. To that end there has
been little drive among RISC OS
users because by and large most
things were compatible after an
upgrade.

Perhaps the most important
thing from a programmers point of
view was the ability to allocate
chunks of memory from a common
pool that came along with OS 3.5.
There were ways round it on earlier
systems but they were messy.
That's the sort of fundamental

change I was referring to, they're
not glamorous and people don't
immediately see why they are
useful, but they are vital to the
growth of our platform and produce

software that is not backwardly
compatible.

So RISCOS Ltd face a dilemma

when deciding how to develop our
operating system, too fundamental
and it gets ignored as having no
general appeal, too superficial and
it attracts only users not
programmers. I'm glad it's not my
decision.

Having said all that remember last
month when Alex Candlish had a

problem with his Zip drive and
RISC OS 4. The RISC OS support
e-mailed him to say "This is a
standard problem with AlSystems
SCSI cards. You must unplug the
DOSMount module from the SCSI

card." Well Alex wrote to say:
"Many thanks for your
endeavours to solve my
problem, sadly I am using

a Parallel Zip drive but I gave it a
try anyway to no avail. I have
resorted to snail mail to Partis

and Alsystems to see if they will
at least reply. If anything useful
arrives I will pass it on if useful."

I did pass this on to RISC OS
support but so far, after four weeks,
there has been a thundering
silence.

Dave Braine has also got problems
with the new operating system:

"I've just had my Rise PC
upgraded to RISC OS 4
and Strong-arm. The only

application that won't work is
Colton's Pipedream 4. Can you
assist, as I can't find a contact

number for Colton and the RISC

OS 4 help line rings a fax
number?

"Pipedream loads on to the
iconbar as usual. If I attempt to
load an existing file, I get an
illegal instruction error, with
click OK to exit and cancel to

attempt to continue. Both of
these work. From the iconbar

menu. I can create a new page.
When I try to type in the page, I
get the same error message.

"If I then select 'Cancel to

attempt to continue' and then
click with the mouse in the page,
the letter that I typed appears.
That page can be saved in the
normal manner. Your help would
be appreciated as I use it as a
back up for my flying logbook
and there is over six years worth
at the moment."

| Once more I queried RISC
OS support and I got this
back: Pipedream is looked

after by Gerald Fitton. Version 4.5
certainly works. Try
www.abacusline.demon.co.uk

Now just to show that Acorn
machines do get everywhere we
have Stephan Desrochers, Ph.D.,
Professeur agrege, Universite
Laval, Quebec who writes:

"I have an Acorn Rise PC

600. I would like to buy a
device that will allow me

to copy my entire hard disk,
because with floppy diskettes, it
is a little bit too long!"

Well the best answer here

would appear to be a tape
streamer, but I am not sure

if anyone provides the software to
drive these on our machines. So as

a next best thing I would suggest a
simple CD writer, sure the media is
not rewritable but with blanks

costing less than 40p it is cheap
enough. The advantage of the
write-once only option is that you
have an audit trail of you work.
However, if you do want it then
there are rewritable CDs available.

Try to arrange the data that
changes to be stored in just a few
folders to make it easier to cope
with. As an alternative you could
have an external SCSI hard drive
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and back up to that.

Next a frustrated call from Paul

Walsh as to why we are not
winning any wars hands down:

"Why is it that the rest of
the world can't see the

benefits of RISC OS?

Surely ARM technology has been
licensed to many companies and
many ARM powered products are
out there, so why isn't RISC OS
more well known? Is it hiding
there hidden in all the set-top
boxes, printers and mobile
phones? Why don't we see it in
personal organisers?"

It is true that ARM cores

have been licensed to many
silicon producers of

embedded solutions but many of
these cores do not have a MMU

(Memory Management Unit). This
is hardware that does a hardware

address bus remapping so that the
processor thinks it is addressing
one memory location where as it is
actually addressing another. This
ability is fundamental to the design
of RISC OS and limits what

hardware RISC OS can be ported
to.

Second is the problem of 32 /
24-bit compatibility. The original
ARM chips used the top byte of the
program counter to store status
bits. On later chips these bits are
used as address lines and there is

a separate status register with
extra instructions to access it. The

conversion to 32 bit compatibility is
on hold although new ways forward
are actively being sought.

Many of the new ARM chips (the
ones with MMUs) can't work in the
old 24-bit mode. The result of this

is that many embedded processor
solutions use other operating
systems like VXworks, Nucleus,
Green Hills and Psos. While these

are not familiar names to most

desktop computer users, these are
big names in the embedded
industry and charge serious money.

It is these operating system that
are in the major embedded uses of
ARM chips. The Omega computer
attempts to break these problems
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by placing a hardware abstraction
layer around the processor, this is
not a cheap solution or viable for a
mass consumer product.
Incidentally the dreaded Windows
operating system needs an MMU
as well, that's why there is
Windows CE. So while the ARM

processor is wonderful and RISC
OS is the cuddly friendly beast we
know and love one does not always
imply the other.

Malcolm Churchill is having trouble
turning his machine on, he writes:

"When I turn on or reset

my Rise PC I have a 30
second wait with just a

flashing cursor on screen before
the Boot starts with the RISC OS

4 - Memory info and Podules info
appearing. Then there is a 10
second delay before the 4.24
softloading message appears.

"This is follow by another 30
seconds of blank screen plus
cursor before all proceeds as I
would expect. I have no ADFS
devices (connecting the CD-ROM
drive makes no difference) as my
HDs are on a RaplDE ATAFS
interface. Is this the cause of the

delay?
"The delay becomes much

shorter (about 5 to 10 seconds) if
I put a HD on ADFS. But I don't
want another HD there! Can I

eliminate the delay in another
way? It wasn't so obvious when
it was just one 30 second delay
under RISC OS 4.02, but two lots
of delay is more of a nuisance.
Thanks for any suggestions."

| You might have an extra
hard drive configured and
so the computer is looking

for one for some time before it

gives up. If so, match your
configuration to the number of
drives you have. Also look at the
spin-up delay, see if that is set too
long. Finally it could be looking for
a network connection although this
is unlikely if you get less delay
when you put a hard drive on it.

Penultimately, to those of you who
like to post to the newsgroups, I

found this message recently and
perhaps it is something we need to
be reminded of:

["This is a weekly
introductory posting

'intended to aid newcomers
to the newsgroups in finding the
right place to post, where the
various FAQs lurk and general
conventions observed in the

groups.

"For reader convenience this

document can be found on the

WWW, in a hypertext format, at:
www.geocities.com/~banksp/flrchives/
Welcome,html

"The Comp.Sys.Acorn
newsgroups are dedicated to the
discussion of all matters Acorn.

Before launching into the groups
it is worthwhile spending a
moment or two identifying which
newsgroup to post to, whether or
not your question has been
answered already in one of the
FAQ lists and whether or not

your post conforms to the
general guidelines that
constitute netiquette.

"Failure to check on the

appropriateness of your post
generally results in you being
reminded, frequently politely, of
your mistake — both publicly
and privately."

And finally: One of the most
important aspects of the changes
to Acorn User that are now taking
place is that we will be getting
many more words on every page.
That means that I have more room

to answer your questions.
So if there is anything about

your RISC OS computer - or even
the technology world in general - I
am here to get the answers to your
questions if I can, and to find
someone who can answer it if I

can't.

You can send your queries in by
e-mail or by normal post to the
usual address. Just ask.

Contacting AU j
Mike Cook:

nimbles@acomuser.com J



RISCOS SOUTHWEST

Supporting Users in SW England & S Wales

SATURDAY 2nd MARCH 2002

The Webbington Hotel
Loxton, nr Axbridge

North Somerset

Doors open from 10am until 4.30pm
Adults £2.50 ARM Club/Foundation members £1.50

Children under 16 FREE (accompanied by an adult)
[Pay on door only]

» Lots of companies

» Hobbyist / Games area

» Theatre programme

» Special show discounts

» Software to be won!

» Internet Cafe

FREE bus shuttle from Weston-S-Mare station

Phone: (01935) 413170 Fax: (01935) 413170
Email: acornshovv@argonet.co.uk

http://www.argonet.co.uk/acomshow

Authorised
Installer

few*!
si*?

ITC, PO Box 101, St. Ives, Cambridgeshire, PE27 3WB.

Voicemail: 0709 2000 590 Fax: 01480 382457

Web: www.itc-uk.co.uk E-Mail: sales@itc-uk.co.uk

All prices exclude carriage and VAT. E&OE.

!:Mdi:M.KMgM=*;l;HaiH:lMilLVa
ITC offer a part exchange scheme on Acorn computer
power supply units & motherboards.

We also refurbish Acorn A4 battery packs with Nickel
Metal Hydride cells.

We have refurbished A4000's, A5000's, A7000's & RISC
PC's computers for sale. Please contact us for
specifications and prices.

L=ZE
Acorn computer repairs from £60.00. *
*Includes BBC B's, Master 128's, A3xxx series, all
Archimedes, A4's, A4000's, A5000's, A7000's and RISC
PC's.

From start to finish this

hook was recreated on an

Acorn RiscPC with a

Kinetic card.

The massive task of

retyping 400 pages of the
text was achieved at break

neck speed by .'SlriitltS
(typing at over 2000 words
a minute) with an A3
scanner using Filling's
ITzvain software. Similarly
the 152 engravings in the
original book were carefully
reproduced and the whole
book, including the colour
cover boards compiled
using Ovation Pro. The

resulting files were printed as Postscript and converted to PDF
files via Cerilica's IRiScript and dispatched on a CD to printers
in Belarus! There were no glitches at all and the result is a high
quality stitch-bound volume which will last a lifetime.

.Miller's 200th anniversary is taking place in 2002 and the
National Trust lor Scotland is planning significant events to
bring Miller's work in geology and as evangelical free
churchman to the attention of the modern generation. This
book contributes to that endeavour.

Price £S-<)!> plus postageat £1-80
from: SMP Ltd, 24 Geldart St
Cambridge CB12LX (UK)
Tel: 01223 504871,fax 512304,
Email: PF.SMP@dial.pipcx.com

Mostcredit and debit cardsaccepted

SPARES

l'TKiion.uTYi.rs

CRASSIROSTIUS.

Oolite.

ITC stock the majority of Acorn original spares.
Below is a very small example.

Acorn 28.8k Internal Modems £35.00

(fitting and free PD s/w available on request)
Mouse Balls £2.00
Acorn PS/2 Mice (A7000 / NC) £15.00
A3010 Keyboards £20.00
A3020 Keyboards £20.00
Infra-red Keyboards (PS/2) £35.00
420Mb IDE Hard Drives £20.00
850Mb IDE Hard Drives £28.00
1Gb IDE Hard Drives £32.00
Floppy Drives (A440 / A310) £20.00
Floppy Drives (A400M / A540 / A3000) £20.00
A3000 Power Supply Units £25.00
A4000 PSU's (Refurbished) £50.00
A5000 Power Supply Units £35.00
A7000 Power Supply Units £65.00
RISC PC Power Supply Units £65.00
RISC PC 2 Way Backplanes £25.00
RISC PC 4 Way Backplanes £35.00
8Mb EDO DRAM (A7000+ / NC) £5.00
CMOS Batteries (all except A3000) £3.00
Acorn RISC PC DX4-100S PC Cards £30.00
A4 Keyboards £10.00
A4 LCD Screens £25.00
A4 Floppy Drives £20.00
A4 Mains / Charger Units £40.00
A4 Backlight Assemblies £15.00



The advertisers index is

located inside the back

cover of this issue

on Page 70
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The OME&As are ontheir way

Order yourswow!
Try us for your Inkjet cartridge and paper requirements too

OROUGH J

'ARE

55 Walcot Walk
Netherton

Peterborough
PE3 9QF

01733 343819

07713 500819
preid@enterprise.net

It's nearly here,

SmartMedia, Surftec's

long awaited produci^A )

r, \ .^

£79 exc VAT

Parallel reader

and RISC OS drivers.

See our main advert for full details
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Not 'Arf
mice • connectors • leads • keyboards • advice
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Stuart Tyrrell Developments
PO Box 183, OLDHAM 6l_2 8FB
Tel: 0845 458 8803 / 01706 848 600
Fax: 0870 164 1604 (national rate)
Email: lnfo@stdevel.demon.co.uk
http://www.stdevel.demon.co.uk

To advertise in

call Advertising on

429 8902

EDUCATIi «

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE: MEDDALWEDD ADDYSGOL:
Contact Gaynor o/ Clieat GlgnCottage, Nant YGarth, YFelinheli,
Gwynedd. LL56 40B. Tel-01248 671093 e-mail gaynor@clicsojt.co.uk.

; • Nine-pack Science series covering all

aspects of the National Curriculum for

Science. Ages 5-1 I.Three KSI titles and

Six KS2 titles.

• Support packs for TextEase and My World

• Offers colourful support for the curriculum

See Web site at www.clicsbft.to.uk':

SOFTWARE J

| i Interactive
Registered Authorised

&
The RISC OS hardware/software specialists

Internet: Web/Email/Networking

Music, Multimedia, Systems and More...

22 Robert Moffat, High Legh, Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 6PS

Tel: 01925 755043 Fax: 01925 757377 rci@rcomp.co.uk
http://www.rcomp.co.ukl

Acorn

Publisher
Everything you need to know about desktop publishing, graphics
and web design. See ourin-depth series on Photodesk, and new
tutorial series on Easiwriter. Practical helpand advice for all. Write,
phone oremail for details ofspecial offers for new subscribers.

AKALAT PUBLISHING
P.O.BOX 231, BARTON
BEDFORD MK45 4HQ

tel/fax 01582 881614
email akalat@kbnet.co.uk



Hardware

Software

Installation

Repairs

Open 6 days a week

With demonstrations available

78 Brighton Road

Worthing

West Sussex

BN11 2EN

Tel: 01903 523 222

Fax: 01903 523 679

sales@cje.co.uk
http://www.cje.co.uk7

7/*'Electronic Font Foundry

11 Silwood Road • Ascot • SL5 OPY^
tel. 01344 875201 • fax 01344 875202

fonts@eff.co.uk • www.eff.co.uk

The Edward range of
fonts provide a complete

set of tools to take
children from early
reading and writing

right through to speed
reading.

EFF Edward. Primary

"_;•.:•:•

EFF Edward Two

EFF Edward Tkree

EFF Edward Three HlRes

To find out more about EFF fonts, please visit http://www.eff.co.uk

ORTM WEST

A

168 Elliott St.

Ty Ides ley
Gtr. Manchester

M29 8DS

Acorn Dealer and RiseOS Centre of Excellence

Acorn Spares and Repairs

All Acorn Machines available on 0% finance

Installation, Networking
Repairs on a no-fix

no-fee basis.

Tel. 01942 797777 Fax 01942 797711

SCOTLAND

See Main Advert on

Pages 4 & 5

quid Silicon
ters & Music Hardware • Upgrades • Software • Cables etc •

m.

HISCOS4(DIY) E109.95
Fitting (ROMs only) . . . .£10.00
Fitting (ROMs, hard drive
reformatting and software
transfer From E25.00

Carriage on machines is extra.
Please call for details of any extra
charges on high-spec machines.

FREEPOST EH2725

Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
United Kingdom

Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

sales @liquid-silicon.com
http://www.liquid-silicon.com

IJSfTER HU.

DOMAIN REGISTRATION
COM, .NET, .ORG, .INFO, .BIZ £40+vat

CO.UK, .ORG.UK £20+vat

GB.COM, .UK.COM, .GB.NET £65+vat
Coming soon : .NAME domains

f£>: iputerj
Cervices

i«b £25 WEB HOSTING
5Mb : £45 Also available:
10Mb: £70 PHP- CGI"BIN> Mailin9lists-P0P3 mailboxes

Order online at www.spellings.net
or phone 07785 935497
domains@spellings.net

ProCAD+
The professional's choice

technical drawing program. • I

Windows version now available!

FREE demonslration copies of ProCAD+ and wProCAD+
available from the web site or 'phone/fax to get a copy by post.
ProCAD+ single user £195 + VAT (£229.13) inc. UK postage.

wPioCADh- single user £150 + VAT (£176.25) inc. UK postage.
Telephone now for details: 01392 214033 Fax: 01392 496599

E-mail: dsnell@mail.zynet.co.uk Website: http://www.zynet.co.uk/dsnell

Wardlaw Surveys
Authorised Acorn Dealer;

for all your needs from supply,
service, repair and full after-sales.

Wardlaw House, Kirkhill,
Inverness IV5 7NB

Tel/Fax: 01463 831214

E-mail: sales@wardlaw.demon.co.uk

Web: http://www.wardlaw.demon.co.uk

IGITAL IMAGING

S'O/
W www.Dhotodeskwww.photodesk.ltd.uk

for Graphics Hardware and Software

Chris Hornby
Photodesk Limited

1 The Courtyard
Southwell Business Park

Portland DT5 2NQ

Tel: 01305 822753 Fax: 01305 860483

Mobile: 07740 895851

Email: chris@photodesk.ltd.uk
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freeads@acornuser.com

Free Ads
• A3010 (4Mb), monitor,

HCCS Ultimate podule:
200Mb Disc + userport +
scanlight 256, docs, etc.
BBC Master, 5.25 and 3.5
drives, Hybrid music
synthesiser + keyboard,
various ROM cartridges,
docs, etc. Star LOO dot
matrix printer. All items
FREE to educational

establishment, or good
home. Collect (Addlestone,
Surrey, near M25), or pay
carriage charges. E-mail:
kieran.okeeffe@argonet.co.uk
for details.

• For Sale. 2x 32MB

simms, lx 4mb simm for
RISC PC £30 inc p&p ono
will split. Tel: 01246 555252
or email: john@johnandtina
.freeserve.co.uk

• A5000 Computer, 4Mb
Rise OS 3, 420Mb HDD,
Computer Concepts
Graphics Gold Card, Misc
Software: Impression /
Artwork plus others,
Computer / Mouse /
Keyboard but no Screen,

„•+\oads more
2#raU0l425-6in

assess

First reasonable offer

accepted. Email: alistair®
macleodblaine.com (Kent)

• For Sale: Acorn A3010,
4MB RAM, 60MB hard disc,
manuals, AOC monitor,

Star LC24-200 colour

printer, software inc.
Easiword, Ovation,
Pipedream, Typestudio +
Acorn user and Beebug
RISC User magazine discs.
£50 the lot Hinckley Leics.
Tel 01455 634846, email
geoffrey@badcoe.freeserve.co.uk

• For Sale: Archimedes

perfect working order. Lots
of Software and Manuals.

Plus Canon Bubble Jet
Printer. Tel: 023 8023 3088.

or e-mail PBurn@ukgateway.net
(Southampton)

• For Sale : RiscPC with

233MHz StrongArm, 32Mb
RAM, 1Mb VRAM, 1.2Gb
HardDrive, CD Drive,

RISCOS 3.70. Also Vision

Master 350 15 inch monitor

with Digital Onscreen
Adjustments. Also

ter,
fiarries.

pises.
9821

to/,,

• A7000, R
425HD

Diamond SupraExpress 56e
External Modem. All in

good working condition
with original packaging,
leads, etc. £200 and buyer
pays postage from
Ayrshire, Scotland. Email
jimbrobb@netscapeonline.co.uk

(Jim)

• A3000+Monitor Stand.

R03, spare motherboard.
A420/l,RO3,with2

Int.H/D and Video Capture
card+Ext 1Gb HD & CD in

small tower. A410/1, R02-
with old (working) AKF12.
JP101 Printers(2) AKF11,
AKF12, AKF17. Microvitec
Cub, Phillips Green Screen
14/15", Dual 5" discdrives;
Cambridge Workstation
(ABC) + software. Box of all
sorts-including, books and
old games etc. No
reasonable offers refused.

Michael Jones, 01244
676407. mjones@waitrose.com
(Chester)

• Looking for a second
slice for Rise PC. Also a

sound card. Any ideas? E-

mail: rhodribritfon@t-online.de

• Various spares,
interfaces, cables, ROM's &
odd bits for BBCB upto
Rise PC. Nothing over £20.
E-mail: redsocks@btinternet.

com for list.

• Rise PC SA233,1GB
HD, 21MB RAM, Single-
slice, RPM 1-5, Pipedream4,
Impression, Style, MIDI,
boxed, excellent condition;

A3010, 4MB, HCCS, 80MB
HD, HiVision24,A/D,
boxed, excellent condition.
David Francis 07973 796873

(Congleton, Cheshire)

• FOR SALE:

StrongARM Rise PC 600
65Mb RAM 3xHARD

DISCS (7.4Gb) 17"Monitor,
Epson GT5000 Scanner,
Videodesk, RiscTV, PC
Card, most major software.
Contact: ierryloveland@taik21
.com

Of y ,
of soft 2

magazine discs, maiton „
nal boxes. £700. Tel: -' *

«&o
compu.

%SS^v,..^srsy^r. l,um»^
.^'d.iession (nevn»H22i&*i Acorn User Free Ads Service

n. HI. HardDiSC \ Why not take advantage ofour free reader ad service? Fill in.. -i in. »•- • wiiy nui idKe duvoiuage ui uui nee letiuei uu service: rm i

,c"0//;bug)i tiH- • | your details on this coupon (24 words maximum, one word
Scrjrjion), " 1 per box below) and send it to Free Ads, Acorn User, 26

TO 4/8. Image Ma> Stockport village, Hooper Street, Stockport SKI 1DQ or by e-
'^6/«.-v^ lUingJ, mail to: freeads@acornuser.com. Only one ad per reader

1 please, private sales or wanted only.
Although we try to publish every ad we receive, we can

<ooo,»avld«?fe--(ll^
tsofi'.iW-tr**^ d

ftteifcce, ll

,„»„*<: 0,2o4. I
lOXtbf

make no guarantees; publication is entirely dependent on
space and time constraints.

Please fill in your name and telephone number below -
these will not be published but enable us to contact you in
case of any queries. Make sure you include your own
town/county in your ad to help potential buyers with their
purchasing decision.

Your name: Your phone number:

ono. Tel:

January 2002 www.acornuser.com
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Issue 240 Issue 239 Issue 238 Issue 237

Dec 2001 Nov 2001 Oct 2001 Sep 2001
• RISC OS 2001 • RISC OS 2001 • Digital Video • Kinetic Rise PC at

Show Report Show Guide Editing & RISC OS 300MHz |
• Themachines yon • Everythingabout • Review: TextEase • Viewfinder's new I

can buy now RISC OS 4+ Presenter enhancements j
• Gadgets for the • What is XML all • Fonts: From PC to • Digital audio to I

holiday season about? RISC OS digitalCD
• All theregulars • E-Commerce • Processing NASA • The Web

explained digital images explained |

Issue 236 Issue 235 Issue 234 Issue 233

August 2001 July 2001 June 2001 May 2001
• All aboutSlym • Vantage review • Omega cards • Review of the CD

• Eco-friendly Web • Wakefield Show • Preview of the Scorcher

• Messenger Pro report Vantage software • Review of the Solo 1
review • Mike Cook's • All about POSsum computer

• Organizer review Graphicssuite • Real uses of RISC • Reader Pen

• Report on the • More on User OS in the world at review

RISC OSExpo Interfaces large • More on what

ProCAD can do

Please send me the following
subscription/back issues:

Please subscribe mefor:
Annual subscription (13 issues)

RenewalNeiv

AUN0201Y

AEN0201Y

AWN020IY

subscription
New

UK

EU

World

8-issue

AUR0201Y

AER0201Y

AWRQIOIY

Renewal

AUR02018

AER02018

AWR020U

UK AUN02018

EU AENO2018

World AY/N02O18

4-issue subscription
Nezu Re

UK AUN02014

EU AEN020U

World
_

AWN02014

AUR020U

AER02014

AWR020I4

£45.99

£51.99

£63.99

£29.99

£34.99

£40.99

£15.99

£17.99

£20.99

Please send me thefollowing issues:
UK Europe World

Jan 2002 £4.80 £5.30
Xms2001 £4.20 £4.70

•Boo 200* E4.2U £4.'/

*iuv 2001—S.4.2U U

• Issue 242,
j Issue 241,

D I—- ™j

Sep 2001
Aug 2001
Jul 2001

_ Issue 237,
] Issue 236,
3 Issue 235,

£4.20 £4.70 £6.30

£4.20 £4.70 £6.30

£4.20 £4.70 £6.30

Any2 backissues: UK £7.40 Europe £8.05 World £11.15
Any 3 back issues: UK £9.60 Europe £10.55 World £15.20

I wish to pay by:
J Cheque/pOStal Order (payable to Tau Press ltd)
: Credit Card (Visa/Mastercard)

Credit Card No:

Expiry Date: _ /
Your name as on card:

Signature:
Allcredit card transactions willbe wider llie name Corporate Software

Name

Address

Prices Include postage &packing

Country

Postcode Tel

E-mail

Send your completed Acorn User
subscription/back issues form to:

Acorn User, Tau Press, 28a Middle Hillgate,
Stockport, CheshireSKI 3AY

Telephone 0262 429 8902 or fax your completed
Acorn User subscription/ back issues form with

credit card details to

0262 429 0685

Have a query? E-mail stibscrip@acornuser.com
Please nolo e-mail is not secure, we do not recommend
sending your order details as plain text though you can
scan a signed form and send it compressed by e-mail.

I I Please tick here ifyou require a receipt
_J Please tick ifyoudo notwish to receive mailings from othercompanies

www.acornuser.com January 2002
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* Rise 0S4 Authorised Installer

* Rise OS4 Registered Developer

* Custom made Mac's & P.C.'s

* Peripherals & Consumables

* Technical support & advice

* Over 10 yrs of experience

* Authorised Acorn Dealer

Address :-

41, Riviera Drive
Southend-on-Sea

Essex SS1 2QT

Contact :-

Voice 01702 462385

Fax 01702 469224

Mobile 0850 553356

E-Mail sales@genesys.org.uk
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OCo -CompLtd
Turn-Key Internet, Computing & Business Solutions

• Domain Names

• Web Hosting
• e-Commerce Solutions

• Web Design

• Web Programming
• Database Integration
• Interactive, Dynamic Websites

Communication Technologies
Information Technologies
Networking
Benching
NT4/Windows 2000 Servers

Metaframe Servers

CD/DVD Servers

PC systems
Acorn systems
Music systems
Projectors
Interactive Whiteboards

Peripherals
Software

Internet and Intranet

New / Second User Computers

Education Specialists
Freephone Sales 0500 690070
ieigliley Business Centre. South Street.Keighley.WYorks, BD2I IAG,UK

Phone: 01535 690075 Fax:01535 690054

e-mail: sales@datacable.co.uk
VAT Number 66533253I Company registration number 3I0558I

RISC OS Dealers

Authorised installers

EPOS solutions

5U*5hdo! for P.I^C OSV

VYs chink ml

Submit your news now!

www.myriscos.co.uk

Visit our online shop: www.co-comp.co.uk/shop

PO Box 199

Preston

PR1 9SS

Tel: 01772 496659

Fax: 07971 434612



It's ik!
I was very disappointed to read

about your mention of
schools.ik.com on page 51 of the
Christmas issue of Acorn User.

They do not support Acorns and any
attempts to get them to do so have
been met with insults or

misinformation. Their system is
extremely poorly designed, insecure
and slow.

When 1suggested (in response to
a comment of theirs) that "...That's
obviously wrong. A lot more than
0.1% of schools have Acorns..."

Their answer was: "Yes, more
than 0.1% of schools do use Acorns,
but if they do, they're not potential
users of our software, because the
Schools Internet Kit has never been

guaranteed to work on the Acorn
platform.

"The reality is that Acorns are
being replaced in schools because not
one pupil in ten thousand will go on
to use an Acorn in their professional
working life. Just about every single
one will come into contact with a

Windows PC or Apple Macintosh
and have to use it.

"It's a fact that schools and

companies such as yourself have to
take into account. 1 refer back to the

fact that none of our commercial

customers operate an Acorn. They
are approximately 95% Windows PC
and 5% Apple Macintosh and all run
MS IE or Netscape Navigator, both of
which work with our product. A few
operate Unix and Linux boxes and
have reported no issues.

"We never set out to make the

Schools Internet Kit work on the

Acorn, and until demand rises
significantly we won't. Having said
that, no plans are in place to modify
or prepare for Acorn users because
we can't seriously think that the
Acorn's market share in any sector,
let alone schools, will rise."

Well, as a commercial company,
we don't agree and we have a
product of our own. SurfYourOwn.com is
a new venture set up by Precedence
and Surftec. It will work on any
tables HTML 3.2 compliant browser.
It's at an early stage at the moment,
but we intend to make it an IK

beater.

Stephen Borrill, Precedence
sborrill@precedence.co.uk

We want information
From the very next issue we are re
designing and re-launching Acorn
User with its new editor and

editorial team (still keeping your
popular regulars and bringing back
some of your old favourites).

We have already issued a survey
to on the Acorn newsgroups but we
know that many of you either don't
have an Internet connection, and
don't read the newsgroups even if
you have. We want to know what
you think too.

So fill in the attached survey and
send it back to us as fast as possible
so that your opinions are taken into
consideration.

We thought you would like to see
what some of the respondees have
already written about what they
hope for Acorn Userin the future,
and we want you to let us know
what you think about that. As these
were responses to a survey we have
taken the liberty of stitching the
answers together to make them more
readable but we hope the intent has
not been altered.

Brian Hogg: I only like articles
related to Acorns, I really don't like
negative letters to the editor or any
sort of negative comments and
articles. Give me reviews, news,
technical articles and information.

Also the ads are very important.
Bring back *INFO (or some sort of

user/reader input); Promote
programming (Basic, C, Fortran and
so on); Articles on old Acorns, not
just history but usable data for those
getting the computers running again.

Please don't reduce the typeface
size. New Scientist has a smaller

typeface and that is OK as long as I
use my reading glasses.

Definitely NO to changing the
name. Although the newsgroups
won't say the word "Acorn", an
Acorn is what I have. The name has

a history of covering all of the old
computers from System 1 onwards,
8-bit and 32-bit included. As time

goes on, the older computers will
become more significant.

It is not just about today's and
tomorrow's computers. Acorn User
has an identity. Admittedly it is a bit
tarnished at present but it needs the
content enhancing and the price
reducing a little. If you do change the
name readers will loose their

allegiance to it. Don't rename it, just
change it to what we want.

Good luck.

John Crane: I want to read PD, news,
equipment/software tests and
reviews. Hints & Tips pages. And
bring back The Regan files

I would like you to bring back the
cover CD, or at least a floppy or two,
with shareware PD stuff on and so

on. I keep these and often go back to
them years after and retrieve some
little utility, which I've just decided
may be useful. I'm not interested in
downloading stuff from your Web
site — I want a hard copy I can 'dip'
into when 1 feel like it.

I feel that the overall quality
needs looking at. For example, in
two recent issues, there was a
competition running and nowhere
on the form did it say where to send
your entry.

Why is it assumed readers will be
e-mailing you? Some may wish to
write, I think you should put names
and snail-mail addresses, as well as
e-mail ones.

I don't want Acorn User to

disappear, we need a magazine in
the shops to promote RISC OS to all.

I wish you every success and
would really like to see Acorn User
back at the top as the Flagship Acorn
/ RISC OS magazine .
Wendy Gray: I really don't like the
education articles: I'm a teacher and

I'm afraid I don't find them

inspiring. This could be improved by
a more exciting and enthusiastic
style. Factual data, such as NC/QCA
references would be useful for a

teacher, in a chart. Ideas for how best
to use a program (with permission to
photocopy for one's colleagues)
would help subject coordinators
especially in Primary schools.

And what about interesting
parents to buy the product for the
offspring? What about aiming a
section at the kids themselves? Wc all

www.acornuser.com January 2002
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know the persuasive powers of a
child in T want' mode!

I like the articles written by
knowledgeable folk who can interest
a wide ranging audience, for
example, Neil Farnham-Smith, Paul
Vigay, Sendu Bala, John Cartmell and
David Dade. There has to be enough
for the boffins, but also enough for
the non-programming user. I used to
love reading the old 'Mad Hatter'
pages as they were entertaining.

I think we need articles that show

how to use software, not just
comments on the features provided
— perhaps a simple project to
follow?

Look back at the old Micro User

and Acorn User and Acorn

Computing mags from the early
1990's - they were "a good read".

Perhaps information on
downloading specific types of
material from the Net, for example
MP3 stuff, perhaps written by the
authors (who are kind enough to
keep us in free software). News
about developments, explanations of
techie stuff that I can understand,
ideas, explanations of common
problems, a sense of community...

As far as renaming the magazine
is concerned, many companies have
found recently, 'rebranding' is often
an expensive mistake! People
identify with a brand and there is an
element of product loyalty. A
household name becomes part of the
psyche: I still look for Opal Fruits
and Marathon bars on the shelf, can
never remember what they are called
now. Likewise its still British Gas, the
GPO and so on.

If the logo is a strong element (as
were the BBC Micro 'Owl' and the

beautifully simple 'Acorn', or even
the cute Linux penguin) it is a
mistake to change it — as a British
airline company discovered!

Any image or name would need
to be easy to identify, catchy and take
account of the fact that RISC OS is an

umbrella for a few computer
manufacturers now.

John Graham: In my opinion, to
produce a magazine to please
everyone is impossible. Users range
from beginners to full time
professional's working on all
platforms.

1 think the name Acorn should be

dropped from a newsstand
magazine. It conjures up notions of
BBC computers and so on, and will
not attract users from other

platforms. With new computers,
RON and the like, wailing in the
wings, we really need a forward
looking magazine.

To try and please a large section of
readers I suggest that contents are
still categorised with headings
(Graphics, Comms and so on) as at
present, but each section should
contain news, reviews, learning
articles and PD related to that

specific heading. That would be a
pretty full magazine every month.

Too much is taken for granted by
those in the know. For example,
monitors are quoted as A x B
resolution at N MHz, but what does
this mean? Will this monitor suit my
machine? If I upgrade to Kinetic, will
I have to buy a different monitor?

These sorts of questions could be
dealt with in a Flardware Column

alongside a review of Monitors for
example. Plus apps for calibrating
monitors. I also feel that the

magazine should be made more
attractive to other platform users.

However, there is a section of our
community who act like people who
think the British are White and

Christian, and make snide remarks
about those who are not. Not the

best way to make friends and
influence people. So let us come into
the real world and have articles on

networking and the rest.
By all means highlight areas

where our platform excels (Vantage,
ease of use) so that PC users might

Advertisers Index
2Simple Educational Software . . .59
AAUG dlr

Akalat 56, dlr
Castle Technology OBC
CJE 9, dlr
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Design IT 16
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Photodesk 1BC, dlr
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ProCAD dlr

R-Comp 14, dlr

be inclined to investigate our
platform further.

At present there seems little
substance in the magazine.
Headlines too big, irrelevant pictures
filling up space, and poor sub
editing of spelling. It could be so
much better. When you look at the
bizarre titles of magazines on a well-
stocked newsagent, you wonder who
might buy them, yet new editions
appear monthly. Acorn User could
be the flagship of the RISC user
community. Good luck! I welcome
your initiative.

Acorn User Survey
1. Do you buy Acorn User currently?
2. What articles do you least like in

Acorn User?

3. What articles/features do you not
like at all in Acorn User?

•1. What articles/features do you most
like in Acorn User?

5. What improvements do you think
should be made lo Acorn User?

6. Why do you buy Acorn User?
7. What other Acorn publications do

you buy?
8. Why do you buy them?
9. What information do you get from a

RISC OS magazine?
10. Would you object to a smaller

typeface in Acorn User?
11. What thing best represents:
a) Acorn User?

b) RISCOS?

c) Acorn?

12. What colour best represents:
a) Acorn User?

b) RISCOS?

c) Acorn?

13. Do you think the Acorn User name
should be changed?

a) If no, why not?
b) If yes, what names do you think are

appropriate?
14. Any other comments you would like

to make?

Please fill in your answers on a seperate
piece of paper and send your anwsers to:
Acorn User Survey, Tau Press Ltd, 28a

Middle Hillgate, Stockport SKI 3AY

Really Good SoftwareCo 46
RISCOS Ltd 10

Robot Challenge 13
St Matthew Publishing 63
Sherston Software 59

South West Show 63

Stuart Tyrrell Developments . .51 dlr
Surftec 20 dlr

Tau Press 60

Topologika 60
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LTD

Swl The Courtyard, Southwell Business Park, Portland, Dorset DT5 2NQ
Telephone +44 (0) 1305 822753 Fax +44 (0) 1305 860483

chris@photodesk.ltd.uk www.photodesk.ltd.uk

All Prices Include VAT — photodesk limited

PHOTODESK The studio quality image editing package is now available as a CD-
ROM edition. It includes an HTML manual and in addition a CD of professional digital
photos by David Cowell. It also includes the complete set of special effects plug-ins.
This is the full CMYK/Layers version of Photodesk.

NOW ONLY £135.00
£85.00 3L.xx/0lymp: £70.00Upgrades: 2.xxL70lymp:

3.xx/Olymp: £20
£100.00 2.xx/Olymp:

Special Offer: Dave Cowells 2 CD Tutorials worth £49.98 with any Olympic or Olympic
upgrade add only £25

BRAND NEW CD "STARTING POINTS"£25 (Not just RISCOS or Photodesk,-;
ideal primer for general photo editing, artwork"generation on any platform.

OHP 2 £40

q | Apresentation
(upgrade from 1.xx £13) -^i\,

OHP is a screen-based presentation package for use with Ribv.

Package on CD-ROM:

Version 2 now has

Powerpoint export.

computers

NEW Digital Cameras

OHP lets you compile Presentations comprised of a number of graphics files, which
you create or purchase outside OHP. and show them on your computer's VDU as a
full-screen presentation. OHP has facilities to order the graphics, give them consistent
styling, add sound effects and help you present them to an audience. If you have
access to an electronic projector, you can use that to project the presentation onto a
screen.

The read-only version, OHP Show (which is Freeware) can be given away with your
presentations or used on any number of computers; this makes OHP presentations an
ideal way of communicating or advertising.

New USB cameras, price INCLUDES Smartmedia reader for RIS
[ Phone me for current Camera Special Offers

Canon

.. ,

OLYMPUS
Olympus C1 1.3Mpixel £299.00

Olympus C2 2.1 Mpixel p.o.a

Olympus C1Z 1.3Mpixel optical zoom £399.00

Olympus C200Z 2.1 Mpixel optical zoom £469.50

Olympus C700UZ 2.1 Mpixel 10x optical zoom £750.00

Olympus C3040Z 3 Mpixel optical zoom with serial and USB
£790.00

Olympus C4040Z 4 Mpixel optical zoom compact £975.00

Olympus C40Z 4 Mpixel optical zoom compact £850.00

Canon Powershot Al 0 1 3Mpixel optical zoom £440.0

Canon Powershot A20 2.1 Mpixel optical zoom £495.00,

Canon Ixus300 2.1 Mpixel optical zoom £690.00

Canon Ixus V 2.1 Mpixel optical zoom video £599.00

Canon Pro90 3.3 Mpixel 10x optical zoom £900.00

Canon G2 4 Mpixel3x optical zoom £850.00

Casio

All cameras include PhotoShow software

Casio QV2900 2.1MPixel Bestshot SxZoom (32x possible) £540.00

Casio QV3500 3.1 MPixel Bestshot 3xZoom £580.00

Casio QV3500+ 3.1 MPixel IBM Microdrive included 3xZoom £775.00

Casio OV4000 4 Mpixel optical zoom £775.00

tf#
Canon S450

Canon S4500 A3 £350

Canon S800 £375

£150 All printers include PhotoReal software

Worth £69 PhotoReal Printer Driver Software

The S450 and S4500 are brilliant general purpose printers with separate ink
tanks, the price includes a PhotoReal driver and a standard set of cartridges (4
colours) The printers may be upgraded to stunning photo-quality with the
optional photo pack which includes a photo cartridge and pack of PR101 pro
paper.(£55) Price of printers with photo pack: S450 A4 £199, S4500 A3 £399.

The S800 is Canon's top of the range photo printer, it uses the latest Canon six
ink technology with superfine droplet size. The PhotoReal driver utilises the
printers capability to produce really superb photographic output.

PLEASE ASK ME FOR BROCHURES AND SAMPLE PRINTOUTS
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...for PHOTcJbESK
with any Camera,
Scanner, or Printer!
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KINETIC 300 RiscPC
The world's fastest RISC OS computer is available now
for guaranteed* Christmas delivery.

The Kinetic300 RiscPC delivers a breath-taking performance
of 333 MIPS (Millions of Instruction per second). This is over
13 times faster than the original RiscPC!

300Mhz StrongARM processor 30Gb hard drive ^. ^

RISC OS 4 g 52speed CD ROM driv
64Mb Fast SDRAM FREE software -

2Mb VRAM Oregano, EasiWriter (re

Code Description

K N55 Kinetic300

30Gb hard drive 4Z^

52speed CD ROM drive

FREE software -

Oregano, EasiWriter (reads MS Word docs), Resultz

Offer Drice

£1199

^Ho,

**Y, H**

KD© CD re-writer MJB5339 colour scanner
Use our IDE CD burner to create

CDs for archive and publication - %•
also doubles as standard CD reader

32x read, 8x write, Ox rewrite

FREE - ICDBurn software

FREE - Internal fitting kit
SCSI and faster drives also available

Code DescriDtion Brochure orice

v/

A4 flatbed scanner

u 30-bit

Parallel port scanner
Printer through connector
ImageMaster & Twain and PC software
1200 dpi and SCSI versions also available ^MLo^

CDR25 CD re-writer £210

Offer price

£179

Code Description Brochure price Offer price

SCA22 Mustek 600CP £116 £95

SONY FDD digital camera ,ALo
Digital still camera with floppy disc "

1.3 Mega Super HAD CDD
3 x Zoom (6x precision digital Zoom)
MPEG Movie mode/voice

Up to 20 pictures per 3'h" floppy disc
100% compatible with Rise PC

PiuiiiuMiowMavKoFOS!

Code Description Offer price

CAM01 Sonv MV-FD75 £359

Canon colour printer

S450 bubble jet printer NftL 0/>
*» , . J* SAVE %.M
Separate ink tanks
10 pages per minute &
Photo option available ^c/flL 0^"'
Text print feature
Requires /Printers 1.53 or greater

Code DescriDtion Brochure price Offer price

PR145 Canon S450 £159 £129

UVama 15" LCD flat screen

New flicker free ^ftL o^
TFT LCD technology " !
Wide angle viewing ^ ,
(hor. 110° vert. 90°) \,ALOo
Max resolution 1024 x 768

16 million colours

3 year on-site warranty

Code Description Brochure price Offer price

MON21 livama15"LCD £655 £370

RISC OS4 for V2 price
Upgrade your computer with
a 233MHz Kinetic or StrongARM
processor and we will bundle in
RISC OS 4 at half the normal price!
KINETIC upgrade includes 64Mb
fast SDram

Code DescriDtion Brochure Drice Offer Drice

KIN01 KINETIC+ R04 £468.82 £410.66

SAT04 StronoARM+R04 £299.00 £240.83

SALES OFFICE OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK

MONDAY-FRIDAY 8.30am-7pm SATURDAYS 9am-12noon

24 HOUR ORDERING Tel: 01728 723200 Fax: 01728 727427

E-mail: sales@castle.uk.co Web: www.castle.uk.co

Castle Technology Ltd, Ore Trading Estate, Woodbrldge Road, Framlingham, Suffolk IP13 9LL UK
Offers valid until 31st January 2001 or whilst stocks last. Prices include vat but exclude delivery
which Is £15 per order. 'Guaranteed Christmas delivery for orders accepted by 14th December.
Fullterms and conditions available on request. Official education orders accepted. Payment by
credit/debit card, cheque, postal order. Prices subject to currency movements. E&OE. CASTLE


